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Welcome to another issue of CounterClock! In his
LoC to issue #12, Lloyd Penney mentioned Stieg
Larsson and expressed his interest in an article
about this swedish sf-fan and his life in sf-fandom,
which perhaps could provide us with clues as to
how he later in life would become a bestselling
author of detective novels.
I later approached John-Henri Holmberg about it,
while he was in the process of writing his part of
the book about Stieg Larsson. Naturally, at the
time, it was out of the question to separate any
part out of this writing intended for the book.
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No word matter. But man forgets reality
and remembers words. Roger Zelazny
------------------------------------------------

Fortunately, for us, Stieg Larsson's life in fandom
was not deemed of public interest, and this
chapter was cut short beyond recognition. Which
is ironic, because this chapter would exactly have
been the reason for us to buy the book. And for
those of us who bought it anyway, or intend to, it
may still be interesting to know what has been left
out.
Once again, it is confirmed that our micro-cosmos
of sf-fandom is one that is not understood by
those who are not part of it. And it fills me with
pride to know, that I have such an eminent circle
of readers. Because you are spread out all across
the globe, and spread out over time as well.
When ever the spark of understanding is ignited.
A spark of understanding and thinking beyond and
beneath the stream of popular consensus and
thoughts. CounterClock is not, and never was,
produced exclusively for the here and now.
And the further I go on, the more I am convinced
that what is being held down here may be read
more in the future than in the present. This is my
frame of mind as I dwell here... in the now...
Editorial rant continues page 40]
------------------------------------------------

An eye for an eye only ends up making the
whole world blind.
Mahatma Gandhi
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Stieg in Fandom: A Tale of a Trufan

he served on its board of directors in 1978 and
1979, and in 1980 was president.
Strangely, however, despite the large number of
well-known authors, editors, publishers, critics
and others to rise from its ranks, sf fandom is
virtually unknown to outsiders. So we’ll start by
with a brief general introduction.

by John-Henri Holmberg
A “trufan”, of course, is fan slang for “true fan”,
someone who is an active, driving force,
publishing fanzines, inspiring others, always
present. As all subcultures, whether they happen
to be dedicated to decoding James Joyce’s novel
Finnegan’s Wake, to collecting baseball cards or
to building tin soldier dioramas of famous battles,
science fiction fandom has a number of words of
its own, developed during its by now almost 90
years of existence.
For close to ten of those 90 years, Stieg Larsson
was an active and prominent member of fandom
in Sweden. His fanac (fan activity) has been
touched upon elsewhere, but here we will take a
closer look at the fanzines he published or coedited, at some of the things he wrote in both
those and other fanzines, and at his work within
the Skandinavisk förening för science fiction
(“Scandinavian Science Fiction Association”), the
largest fan club in Sweden, based in Stockholm:

Hugo Gernsback both created the magazine
market for science fiction, in which the form
primarily developed from the 1920s until at least
the 1960s, and coined the name “science fiction”.
In 1926, Gernsback started the first magazine
devoted entirely to sf, Amazing Stories. In it, he
also created a name for the kind of stories he
printed, first “scientifiction”, three years later, he
changed it to “science fiction”. And from the start
he published a letter column, where he also
printed the addresses of the letter writers. Soon
he also began to encourage his readers, largely
teenage boys, to contact each other and to start
clubs to discuss the stories and scientific
concepts presented in his magazines. He was
actually late; many of his readers were already in
contact with each other. The addresses in the
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letter columns in both Amazing Stories and the
other sf magazines launched after its success led
to
correspondence
between
readers;
correspondence led to the first science fiction
clubs, and in 1930 20-year old Raymond Palmer
in Chicago published the first known science
fiction fanzine, The Comet, intended as a member
newsletter for the correspondence club of
enthusiasts to which Palmer belonged. Palmer’s
example was soon followed by tens and later
hundreds of enthusiasts attracted by the thought
of publishing their own magazine. The word
“fanzine” was coined in 1940 by one of them,
Louis Russel Chauvenet, who in his fanzine
Detours wrote about the difference between
fanzines and commercial magazines, and
differentiated between them by calling them
“fanzines”, non-commercial fan magazines, and
“prozines”,
professionally
published
and
commercially sold magazines.
Simultaneously, clubs were founded (the Los
Angeles Science Fantasy Society, formed in 1934,
is the oldest still active) and towards the end of
the 1930s, conventions where fans from different
areas could meet began to be held.

pulp fiction magazines (which were usually
published monthly, with 100 or more pages in
large format and at a low price, and until the
beginning of the 1950s filled the niche for easily
accessible entertainment later taken over by
paperbacks and television), was probably
inevitable. Early science fiction, before the 1920s,
was mainly written for and read by adults, and
was often quite sophisticated in form and content.
Think of Jules Verne, H.G. Wells, later
philosopher Olaf Stapledon. But when science
fiction became a staple of pulp magazines, its
emphasis gradually shifted to the presentation of
original, surprising, often extreme or totally
unrealistic ideas, while the literary form generally
became secondary. Think of Edgar Rice
Burroughs’ John Carter on Mars stories, of Buck
Rogers (who started life in an Amazing short
story) or of the space operas of the 1930s. This
development was also hastened by the comments
of readers. The publishers of the early sf
magazines were very much aware of the fact that
the majority of their readers seemed to be very
young, male, and primarily wanted action
adventure stories.
The stories spoke directly to the readers’
imagination, particularly in the case of teenage
boys not put off by awkward style and story
construction. And most probably, reader
enthusiasm was further enhanced by the fact that
the sf magazines with their often lurid covers were
perceived and rejected as trash not only by the
literary establishment, but also by most teachers,
parents and other adults. What teenager doesn’t
love something that both fires his imagination and
that adults want to ban?
Hundreds or thousands of youngsters became
enthralled by the magazines and their stories of
time travel, space exploration, meetings with alien
cultures and beings, miraculous inventions,
soaring cities, immortality, intelligent robots, giant
computers and future warfare. But this also meant
that the sf readers needed to find each other to
create a social network of fans where they could
fit in. For not only parents, teachers and other
adults considered science fiction to be nonsense.
Few of those who spent the night reading the
latest issue of one of the magazines with a
flashlight hidden under his bedding and then tried
talking to his classmates about Martians, the heat
death of the universe or faster than light travel
were met by companionable enthusiasm. Science
fiction readers were not only kids who read a lot,
but, even worse, kids who read about things
others had never heard of, didn’t believe in, and
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In many ways, science fiction fandom differs from
other fandoms (the word can, according to
Merriam-Webster, be traced back to 1903). In
general, a fandom simply refers to a number of
enthusiasts feeling sympathy and camaraderie for
others sharing a common interest. Among science
fiction fans, however, the bonds have often
proven considerably deeper, and sf fandom
deserves to be called a distinctive subculture.
That such a group would grow up around science
fiction, once the form had taken the step into the
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weren’t interested in. In the 1930s, as in the
1940s, or in Sweden the 1950s and 1960s,
“normal” kids dreamt about becoming movie stars,
famous athletes, policemen or pop singers.
Science fiction fans dreamt about becoming
space pilots, theoretical physicists or science
fiction authors. Inevitably this stamped them as
nerds, even if the word didn’t appear until the
early 1950s, and that guaranteed that the young
fans were excluded from the company of their
peers, who spent their time dancing, dating,
playing ball or watching TV. The fans normally
would even have a hard time being accepted by
the other school nerds, who would tend to devote
themselves to homework, chess, stamp collecting
or herbariums. To be accepted as an equal, the
science fiction fan had to find other science fiction
fans.

of human body parts and the time schedule for a
manned trip to Mars. And the Internet is an
ongoing revolution, which has already altered our
social structures and behavior and will continue to
do so at an increasing speed, while making the
old forms of fan communication – correspondence, fanzine publishing, even club meetings
though perhaps not conventions – obsolete.
Or, in brief: science fiction fandom existed as a
coherent international subculture during a fairly
brief moment, a historic window of opportunity
when the majority of people in the Western world
still believed that the world would remain basically
the same while a small minority of scientists,
technicians, writers and often very young readers
worked, dreamed and hoped for drastic changes.
Today, the majority has come to realize that
change has become the only constant, and with
that the methods of science fiction, previously so
often thought subversive, have become if not
popular, at least part of mainstream discussion.
The window of opportunity that gave rise to sf
fandom is closing, and it is being replaced by
subgroups fanatically interested in some specific
aspect of sf (or, nowadays more often, fantasy),
but seldom primarily in science fiction as a literary
field.

They did, and fandom gradually grew out of their
need to talk about ideas, inventions, alternatives,
possibilities, new frontiers and favorite authors. In
the United States, fandom was firmly established
already early in the 1930s. In the mid-1930s it had
also come to Great Britain. And after WWII, the
new kind of American science fiction spread
through Europe via imports and translations, and
to occupied Japan via pulp magazines thrown
away by American soldiers but carefully picked up
and hoarded by Japanese enthusiasts. During the
1950s, fandom developed in Japan, Germany,
Austria, France, The Netherlands, Norway and
Sweden. This expansion continued until the
1970s. During that decade, the largest sf
conventions in the US could boast close to 10,000
attendees and the most widely spread of the
thousands of fanzines published in different
languages reached thousands of readers.
Science fiction fans felt that their hobby was well
on its way to conquer the world. They were in a
sense right, but the problem was that once
science fiction had conquered the world, fandom
became obsolete. The worst that can happen to a
subculture rising out of its object being
misunderstood, despised and ridiculed is for it to
become accepted, respected and part of general
culture.
Today, someone who at twelve or fifteen happens
to become enthralled by science fiction no longer
needs to search desperately for other fans to talk
to. The ideas, imagery and concepts of science
fiction are all around. Millions flock to watch major
sf movies and TV shows. Even a Swede has
managed to actually become an astronaut. Daily
newspapers write about particle accelerators,
alien planets being discovered, the regeneration
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In Sweden, the first sf club was founded in 1950,
but initially had only two members; as they lived in
different parts of the country, their club, Futura,
was mainly a correspondence club. It slowly grew
as the two founders found others also interested
in science fiction, and in 1953 they were
approached by two brothers, Karl-Gustav and
Kurt Kindberg, who lived in a small city called
Jönköping. The brothers were sf enthusiasts, had
inherited a basement printing press, and KarlGustav was a lawyer earning a good income. With
the help of Futura’s members, the Kindberg
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brothers decided to launch both science fiction
and fandom in Sweden. They started a monthly
magazine, Häpna!, where American and British
authors were translated, and just as Gernsback
had done, from the first issue and on they devoted
space to encourage their readers to form clubs
and publish fanzines.
The first issue of Häpna! went on sale in March
1954. Before the end of the year, there were a
half dozen sf clubs in Sweden and the first three
fanzines had been published. In 1956, the first
Swedish sf convention was held in Lund, attended
by around 40 fans from around the country; the
year after, 70 attended the first convention in
Stockholm.
During the 1950s, a fairly large number of science
fiction novels were published in Sweden, and for a
short period, 1958–1960, Häpna! even had
competition from another magazine, a Swedish
edition of the American Galaxy. But by the
beginning of the 1960s, all of the publishers who
had tried making money from science fiction had
come to realize that the market was insufficient,
and sf virtually disappeared from Swedish
bookstores. Häpna! struggled on until a final,
single issue was published in early 1966. The
drought lasted until 1970, when new attempts
were made by new publishers, this time more
successfully, and again science fiction became a
part of Swedish publishing until the early 1990s,
when it was largely replaced by better selling lines
of heroic fantasy.

Fans come in generations. In Sweden, the first
generation of fans has been considered those
who became active in clubs, or as fanzine
publishers, during the 1950s. I belong to the
second generation, those comparatively few who
became active during the 1960s; I published my
first fanzine at 12, went to my first convention at
13, in the spring of 1963, and became a board
member of my first fan club before I had turned
14. Stieg Larsson, along with a growing number of
other fans throughout the country, belonged to the
third generation of Swedish fans, those who
discovered and became active in fandom from the
last couple of years of the 1960s and until the
middle of the 1970s. The fourth generation was a
huge influx of very young and in many cases
extremely active new fans that appeared during
the last half of the 1970s. We will hear more about
them later.
During the first part of his life as a fan, Stieg
Larsson lived in Umeå, in the extreme north of
Sweden. Far away from all other fans, he and a
handful of others in fact created their own
miniature fandom to live in, happily unaware of
the fact that when they appeared on the national
scene, Sfären, the fanzine started by Rune
Forsgren and Stieg in early 1972, was the first
new fanzine to be published in Sweden for more
than two years. Consequently, the Umeå fans
were a sensation, which to some extent explains
that everyone immediately took notice of them.
The rest of the explanation is more obvious: they
wrote well, published attractive fanzines, and
were funny, well read and interesting persons.
Where did they all come from? Already in the first
two issues of Sfären, published in January and
April 1972, four Umeå fans contributed, and that
even if you assumed that one of those four had
also written the poems published as by “Benjamin
S. Niven”. What had happened?
Rune Forsgren wrote: “In 1970 I met Stieg
Larsson (then young and quiet) for the first time.
Little did I suspect what this indirectly would lead
to in the future (and that even apart from a lot of
trouble outside of fandom!). We played mini-golf,
travelled East, went to Universum [the Umeå
university student building restaurant and pub]
and thought only occasionally about science
fiction and never of fandom. […]
In 1971 I first discovered the existence of fandom.
[…] I received my first issues of a few fanzines.
[…]
And in 1972 time was ripe. It was time to wake up
fandom from its slumber, and to that purpose the
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first issue of Sfären was published in January.”
It wasn’t quite that simple, of course. As detailed
in the story of Stieg Larsson’s teen years in
Umeå, he met Rune Forsgren when joining the
Umeå DXing club. Tommy Lindgren was also a
member, and so three science fiction readers had
met by chance; a little later, Jacques de Laval
moved to Umeå, joined the same club and
increased the number of sf fans to four. Critical
mass had obviously been achieved, and fan
activity must follow. During late 1971 the four
Umeå fans read fanzines, talked of fandom in
exotic faraway places like Stockholm and
Gothenburg, and began preparing their own
fanzine.
When Sfären was greeted by enthusiasm, new
plans were made. For further issues, of course,
but also for attending the 1972 Swedish sf
convention, to be held in Stockholm. Rune and
Stieg went there by overnight bus, were properly
kept awake at night by new acquaintances, and
returned hoping that the convention would spark
an increase in Swedish fan activity. That wasn’t
what happened, but back home Stieg met Eva
Gabrielsson, also a science fiction reader and
Robert A. Heinlein enthusiast, and through her
both her younger siblings who as well read
science fiction. Umeå was on the verge of
becoming a hotbed of science fiction enthusiasm,
and for a while the Umeå fans considered actively
recruiting. “During the fall of 1972”, Rune
Forsgren wrote”, “Stieg, Tommy and I began
talking about perhaps starting an sf club in Umeå.
We contacted a couple of people we knew to be
interested and printed around a hundred copies of
a poster headed ‘Are you interested in science
fiction & fantasy?’ We put the posters up here and
there around town, and when Åke Ohlmarks [then
J.R.R. Tokien’s Swedish translator] one evening
gave a lecture on The Lord of the Rings, we
brought a pile of the leaflets and let Stieg (who is
used to this kind of thing) stand by the door to the
lecture room and spread information about our as
yet non-existent club.
By the end of the year, we finally mailed an
invitation to all we believed might be interested,
which was close to 20 persons. Eight or nine,
ourselves included, attended the meeting. It could
have been worse. We talked about sf and decided
to hold another meeting and then form a ‘literary
society’.
The second meeting was held around a month
later. Two new persons showed up. Among the
things we discussed I can mention a publicity
campaign (leaflets, letters to the newspapers,

possibly an article in the local paper), meetings
(monthly, with some kind of programming), and
starting a club library of science fiction.
We left, filled by something that might be called
fannish elation, even if hardly anyone except I,
Stieg and Tommy had any idea of what fandom
was.
Then: Silence for month after month. I and Tommy
did basic training at the Infantry regiment and
became ever more inactive. Stieg was away
‘traveling’. None of us thought of starting any kind
of activities. Not until late in spring, when we left
the military and I began publishing fanzines again.
In May we sent a new letter to those who had
attended the earlier meetings, saying that now we
would start all the wonderful things we had talked
about four or five months earlier. Seemingly no
one believed us, or possibly for some other
reason only a couple of them showed up.
And since then, Umeå Science Fiction Club has
shown no further signs of life.”
Umeå fandom, on the other hand, by now talking
about itself in print using the abbreviation UFD,
was the livelier. During 1973 the fourth and last
issue of Sfären was published; so was the
oneshot fanzine Konen, the first six issues of the
informal humor and fanzine review fanzine Fancy,
number 19 of the Gothenburg fanzine Cosmos
Bulletin, edited long distance by Rune Forsgren
and with a cover by Stieg Larsson, and the first
Långfredagsnatt fanzine, published by Stieg
Larsson and containing an almost true account of
how a few Umeå fans had spent Good Friday.
During 1974, Umeå fandom produced Fancy
number 7, Science fiction forum numbers 59
through 62 edited by Rune Forsgren, the first
edition of Rune’s Fanzine Index, listing all
Swedish fanzines published from June 1954
through June 1974, a second Långfredagsnatt,
three issues of Rune’s personal chatterzine Sin
Hwa and the two first issues of Fijagh! In 1975
followed Fijagh! issues 3, 4 and 5; in 1976 a
further three issues, the third Långfredagsnatt and
the result of a fan poll taken by Rune a couple of
years earlier. In 1977, almost overnight, Umeå
ceased to exist as a hotbed of fan activity. The
reasons are hardly difficult to guess. Rune
Forsgren moved to the much smaller town of
Vindeln, to study and later to work. Eva
Gabrielsson and Stieg Larsson left for Stockholm.
Tommy Lindgren and Jacques de Laval finished
their studies and went to work. The only two of
them publishing fanzines after 1976 were Rune
Forsgren, with a handful of new publications
through 1982, and Stieg Larsson, who in
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Stockholm became more active than ever.
We will follow him there. But let us first take a look
at his fanzine writings while still in Umeå.
In Sfären, 1972–1973, he published virtually only
short stories, which are discussed in the chapter
about his science fiction reading and writing. But
in Fijagh! he wrote other things.
Fijagh! was a fannish fanzine. Bear with me; that
word will recur many times. And, as I said at the
beginning, science fiction fandom has a number
of words all its own.
The primary attitude of a fanzine, or even a fan,
can be “sercon” or “fannish”. “Sercon” is short for
the slightly ironic “serious and constructive”. The
sercon fan wants to discuss science fiction, its
literary and speculative qualities and its
pertinence to current world events. He may well
want to compose bibliographies of his favorite sf
authors and collect every word they have
published. The sercon fanzine will publish
amateur sf stories, reviews of sf novels, magazine
issues and movies, essays about authors and
their work.
At all of this, the fannish fan shakes his head
sadly. Fannish is that which is centered on
fandom itself, mostly with a humorous slant. The
fannish fan wants to party with other fans and talk
about whatever happens to catch his interest, but
often about fanzines, conventions, the legendary
fans of yesterday and the fate of fandom
tomorrow. A fannish fanzine is filled with
convention reports; anecdotes about the funny
antics and sayings of fans; letters from readers
and replies from the publisher about anything that
happens to strike their fancy. Another way of
putting it might be to say that a sercon fanzine
tries to emulate the feel and strictness of a “real”,
professional publication, while a fannish fanzine
wants to convey a personal, informal tone of
direct communication between the publisher and
his readers.
So, Fijagh! was a fannish fanzine. The first issue
begins with Rune Forsgren’s editorial column,
entitled “Leftover Wine”, where Rune gives some
impressions of the recent 1974 Swedish sf
convention in Stockholm, then talks about a book
just read, a fanzine received, about Stieg and Eva
having returned to Umeå from Morocco and about
future sf conventions. Next, Ulf Westblom, a
Stockholm fan visiting Rune in Umeå, writes three
pages about visiting Umeå. And finally Stieg
Larsson contributes his editorial column,
“Brittsommar” [“Indian Summer”], where he talks
about birthdays, mainly his recent own twentieth.
This was when Stieg, Eva Gabrielsson, Tommy

Lindgren and Eva’s sister had just moved into
their collective, and according to Stieg, this is how
it went:
“At any rate, this birthday passed quite
acceptably. The night before, Eva had borrowed
Tommy’s alarm clock to get up really early in order
to bake a cake. So she set the miracle for five
a.m. and fell asleep. At the mentioned hour of my
birthday morning it rang and a sleeping Eva
stretched her arm out, turned it off and calmly
went back to sleep. I didn’t, however. A few hours
later Eva’s sister woke from the noise in the room
next to hers. ‘So’, she thought, ‘Eva is up
preparing the cake. But why hasn’t she woken
me, as we agreed?’ After which she staggers into
the kitchen where I’m sitting, calmly drinking my
morning coffee.
‘Hi there, have you start… what? Why are you up
at this time?’
‘I’m having coffee’, I reply. ‘Would you like a cup?’
‘What time is it?’ the dazed girl asks.
‘Eight’, I answer calmly. ‘Did you want some
coffee?’
‘Nope, I think I’ll go back to bed and sleep…’
About an hour later, Tommy also wakes up.
Vaguely curious, he wonders if Eva hasn’t been
up yet. ‘Nope’, I suggest. After that a slightly
incoherent and mumbling Eva falters into the
kitchen and begins baking a cake to honor the
day.”
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And he goes on to talk briefly about living in a
collective, the resignation of Richard M. Nixon, the
reasons for which he characterizes as, “Absurd.
He could bomb Vietnam endlessly without any
repercussions, but when people heard him use
dirty words in a recording the hypocritical and
moralistic segment of the American public was
aghast.”

newspapers, comics, magazines and a lot of other
stuff. Quite a lot is sf and a fair amount is political
writings.
But the selection is pretty strange. Or maybe I
should put that in another way. Let me try to
explain.
They have four copies of The Pentagon Papers,
three copies of Edgar Snow’s Red Star Over
China, as many of Carr’s Socialism in One
Country and also three of Harry Magdoff’s The
Age of Imperialism.
But there is nothing by Sven Lindqvist. And if
we’re to take a look at areas related to sf, nor is
there anything by Kafka or Carl Johan
Holzhausen. True, there is a copy of Språnget in
there, but I’ve long suspected that it is my copy.
Their record collection is equally skewered. Just a
lot of King Crimson and similar noise. Nothing by
Blå Tåget, only a single Melanie album and no
Latin American folk music. In all truth, not even
Røde Mor is represented.
Though in all honesty they do have a couple of
albums you can bear listening to. A few by Dylan,
Nynningen, maybe one or two more. But not
many.
I could donate my Røde Mor collection. But it
feels almost like throwing pearls to pigs.”*
This issue also contains a contribution from Dénis
Lindbohm, one of the legends of Swedish fandom
(his club, Meteor, was founded already in 1952,
the second known such club in the country),
prolific author and anarchist; in his short piece he
interviews one of his own fictional characters, who
points out that “All laws represent the views of the
strongest, since all laws impose restrictions or
force actions and are maintained by some degree
of violence. Thus, simply a question of might.”
Stieg Larsson returns with his “Brittsommar”
column, this time writing about his liking for
Western movies and of Rune Forsgren’s refusal to
even watch one. He goes on to tell the story of
how the collective acquired a cat and almost
became a playground for neighboring children,
which he finally managed to obstruct by a brilliant
piece of misdirection:
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The first issue of Fijagh! had only 10 pages of
text, and Stieg’s contribution was only two pages.
But even so it was a good beginning; from the
start, Fijagh! had just the right mix of informality,
in-jokes and anecdotes. As the fanzine
developed, the mix basically stayed the same, but
new features were added – letters from readers,
often with lengthy comments by the editorpublishers, and in a few cases more serious
articles.
The second issue begins as the first, with Rune
Forsgren’s “Leftover Wine” column. This time he
recommends two American fanzines, and talks
about odd libraries he has known. One of them is
the library in the collective where Stieg, Eva and
her sister, and Tommy live:

“No, something really had to be done! I opened
the door. The kids stood outside. A couple or four
of them.
‘No’, I said (I held the door at a slit), ‘today you
can’t come in to play. We’re having a meeting.’
‘A meeting?’ they said in a chorus. ‘What kind of
meeting?’
‘A secret agent meeting’, I said in a mysterious
tone of voice.

“In the last issue, Stieg wrote about the library at
Mariehemsvägen 13E. It’s worth a few more
sentences.
Library, by the way. Actually it’s a closet, around
11 feet square. It’s where they keep books,
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‘Oohh … A secret agent meeting … OOHH …’
Their eyes shone.
I closed the door, sat down and felt very satisfied.
For almost ten seconds, until the doorbell rang
again.
Not again, damn it, I though, rolling up my sleeves
before throwing the door open.
There was Rune, his attaché case over his head,
surrounded by half a dozen kids all speaking
urgently to each other. I heard Rune say, ‘No, I
said, no, I’m not a secret agent.’
I dragged him in and locked the door.”

to having been involved in an attempt in 1970 to
set fire to the printing office producing Vietnambulletinen, the magazine of the Swedish NLF
support organization DFFG; activists in the
organization in print defended South African
apartheid policies and accused Swedish prime
minister Olof Palme of being a paid agent of the
KGB. When the Svensk-Chilenska vänskapsförbundet (“Swedish-Chilean Friendship League”)
was formed in 1976, Hedengård was one of its
members. By this time he was also a member of
Sveriges Nationella Förbund (“The Swedish
National League”), an organization originally
founded in 1915 to promote “love of country and a
strong defense”. By 1932, the SNF had adopted
the demand to “strengthen the Swedish race”.
Later, the “Führerprinzip” form of leadership was
adopted, as was an openly anti-Semitic stand,
while “fighting groups” were set up, wearing grey
shirts, blue ties, and a blue armlet with the
organizations sun-cross symbol. During the war,
the organization also published a daily paper,
Dagsposten (“The Daily Mail”), financed from
Germany. After the war, SNF continued as an
unrepentantly pro-Nazi group, but with dwindling
support, probably never able to muster more than
a thousand members at any time since 1950.
When Lars-Göran Hedengård became a member
of the Malmö local branch sometime in the mid1970s, he belonged to a new generation of
activists and quickly became influential. In 1977,
when the organization tried to found a political
party (called Högerpartiet, “The Right Party”),
Hedengård became a member of the organizing
committee. In the early 1980s, when fractions
fought for power in the SNF, he became president
of the Malmö branch. In 1990, his branch applied
for corresponding membership in the American Ku
Klux Klan, and in 1991–1993 it was recognized as
the Swedish section of the NSDAP–AO (the
National Socialist Party of Germany Foreign
Organization), initially founded in Germany in
1933 to make it possible for Germans living
abroad to join and economically support the Nazi
party, dissolved at the end of WWII but restarted
as the “official” continuation of Hitler’s party in
1974 by Gary Lauck in Nebraska.
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In this issue is also the first letter column,
dominated by a full-page letter from Folke
Andersson and the very young Lars-Göran
Hedengård, born in 1958. They were fans living in
Malmö, where Hedengård had co-published a
short-lived fanzine called Vampyr in 1973, and in
1974 was briefly a co-editor of Andersson’s and
his brother’s equally short-lived fanzine Prisoner,
but were better known for their political views.
Lars-Göran Hedengård, the dominant half of the
pair (Folke Andersson soon disappeared from
view), was a staunch defender both of Richard M.
Nixon and the US involvement in the Vietnam
conflict, and of the Pinochet military régime in
Chile.

Stieg Larsson was fascinated by Hedengård, and
often baited him. When commenting on Nixon’s
resignation in the first issue of Fijagh!, he put in
an aside – “It would be interesting to hear a few
reactions. From Lars-Göran Hedengård, for
instance, or Folke Andersson. Or have you bitten
your tongue off after seeing the self-proclaimed
policeman and protector of the ‘free world’ being

It is unclear to which organizations Hedengård at
this time, 1974, actually belonged, though he did
state that he was a member of Demokratisk
Allians (“Democratic Alliance”), a vaguely rightwing organization started in 1967 to fight
communism and support the government of South
Vietnam. However, the organization also admitted
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revealed as a simple, corrupt B-league politician?”
This was what provoked Hedengård’s and
Andersson’s letter to Fijagh! number 2. They were
expectedly unrepentant:

garbled words into just ordinary upset babble.
‘Look, VF [Västernorrlands Folkblad, a daily
newspaper] is going to start a special youth page’,
was the first I truly understood. But I couldn’t
understand what was so remarkable about that,
and so replied:
‘Okay, but I can’t understand what’s so
remarkable about that.’
‘Sure, but you and I are going to edit it.’
‘Okay’, I just said. Which clearly shows what
degree of self-control I have achieved over the
years. Very little surprises me nowadays. Not
even having Stieg walk in the door after having
left for Africa two days earlier.
The babbling began anew at the other end of the
line.
‘Don’t you get it? VF is starting a youth page and
we’re going to edit it.’
‘Sure, of course I get it. VF is starting a youth
page and we’re going to edit it. So what?’
‘But what are we to write? And we have to start
right now!’
By this time I began believing that what he said
was actually true, and in order to perform a
strategic retreat I suggested that we might think
about it for a couple of days and then meet to
formulate a Stance.
After that, most of it came to nothing. VF got
others to do the task. Stieg and I only wrote
sporadically.
But it was a lot of fun planning all the amazing
things we would publish on ‘our’ page.”

“We want to claim that Richard Nixon, despite the
Watergate affair, was one of the best and greatest
of American presidents. That you, Stieg, call
Nixon a bastard is a dirty expression by the
undemocratic communist you undeniably are.
Dictators in communist dictatorships are
manifoldly worse crooks.”
Stieg’s reply was as long as the letter. “That
bourgeois democracy is outdated and totally
worthless you probably don’t have the capacity
ever to realize. That is past your horizon, but that
you are still willing to stand up in defense of the
gravediggers of that same bourgeois democracy
is almost over the top. Even Nixon’s voters and
party friends have realized how rotten his actions
were. […] Thanks for your democratic reply.
Though your letter did make me wonder what
some right-wing extremists are made of.”
The cover of the third issue of Fijagh! sports the
women power sign of a fist enclosed in the
symbol for Venus, and the legend “Stop exploiting
women”, making it the most overtly political
fanzine cover published in Sweden at the time. As
usual, Rune Forsgren’s “Leftover Wine” opens the
issue, now talking about Stieg’s writing
proficiency:

There was no letter from Lars-Göran Hedengård
this time, but others instead commented at length
on the exchange in the previous issue, and Rune
provided a quote from another Hedengård letter,
this one to Rune’s unpublished fanzine Fancy:
“Certainly you can condemn Portuguese actions
in Africa, but isn’t Africa parts of Portugal.” My
own letter had an interesting response from Stieg.
I wrote, in part:

“Today is Friday. Tomorrow will doubtless be
Saturday. That’s when we’ll publish Fijagh! 3, Yay!
The only problem is that I haven’t written
anything. This is beginning to resemble our first
issues of Sfären. Back then, Stieg had always
finished his contributions long before I had even
put the first stencil into my typewriter. […] It’s still
the same. Obviously he spent his Christmas and
New Year’s holidays typing busily.” And Rune
goes on to describe another incident involving
Stieg, this one from early spring, 1974:

“I believe that the problem of both the so-called
proletarian dictatorships and the bourgeois
democracies is that political power is corrupt,
centralized, inhuman and too extensive. When
last did a conservative member of parliament
stand up to demand less power to the state?
(When a communist member?)
My happy slogan consequently is that the
apparatus of state power should be abolished.
Remember that it alone wields legalized violence.
Remember that it alone can dictate the living
conditions of individual members of society, move
inhabitants from the north to the south, tell us

“One evening a few of us were sitting around a
few beers solving the riddles and problems of life.
The phone rang. I grabbed the receiver and
unintelligible words rushed from it. I soon realized
that I had no way of putting them together into
understandable sentences. So what to do, except
put the receiver down somewhere and resume the
earlier conversation for a while.
Ten minutes later I again raised the receiver to my
ear and by now Stieg had managed to sort his
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what we should learn, see, listen to and preferably
think.
Certainly there is much else that is wrong or sick,
but nothing can be more wrong or sick than when
an anonymous legion of civil servants in the holy
name of public service can force its whims upon
everyone via acts of law. Against evil capitalists,
you can go on strike; hardly against evil laws.
Without the judicial backing of the state, killings
such as in Ådalen, at Kent State, during the
invasion in Prague or the Berlin massacre difficult
to imagine.”

surprised. Damn it, you’re one of those damned
Reds…”
To Stieg’s comment, Rune Forsgren added his
own, more laconic and much more world-weary:
“On the whole, I agree with what Stieg says. Apart
from a couple of things. For one, I don’t think your
ideas are particularly communist. And for another,
I don’t think the problems Stieg enumerates will
ever be solved. They will always be with us.”
In the letters column, there is also a comment
from Kjell Rynefors, who takes Stieg to task for
his opposition to nuclear power. This became
another ongoing debate, both privately between
Stieg and Kjell, and in various fanzine letter
columns, but their discussion will not be covered
here; it was often highly technical rather than
political, and is to that extent no longer valid.
What should perhaps be noted is that in Kjell
Rynefors, Stieg found a discussion partner of
almost opposite views on most issues, but whom
he respected and valued highly. In a personal
letter from 1987, Stieg wrote: “Kjell Rynefors,
when he is now no longer among us leaves a
gaping emptiness. Even though I didn’t meet Kjell
in person more than perhaps a half dozen times
during the 1970s – and never after I left fandom –
I always considered him one of the definitely
nicest and most comfortable people I knew during
those years. I could add that Kjell and I, in mutual
respect, managed a considerable political debate
in both letters and fanzines […] when a few years
later he was preparing a theme issue [of a
fanzine] on nuclear power, he travelled to
Stockholm with a tape recorder to interview me.
Neither one of us had changed his mind and we
always both agreed that the other one of us was
wrong. But in contrast to so many other fans who
have tried discussing politics, there was never any
nonsense to Kjell’s commitment. He would
present weighty and well considered concrete
arguments, and you either had to respond in kind
or shelve your boxing gloves.”*
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And Stieg replied, also in part:
“Let’s put the question like this: Has any capitalist
state or system, or indeed any class-based
society at all, ever managed to solve the primary
human problems? Can they ever be solved in a
society
encouraging
competition,
private
ownership or the possibility to regulate the lives of
others via the laws you condemn?
No, simply and in all humility. It’s impossible. Just
look at LGH and company, for instance. […] In
their view, the US is an ideal society. […] But then
all problems must have been solved both here in
Sweden and in the US, as in all other capitalist
democracies.
Drug problems? Abuse of liquor? Murders?
Beating people up for fun? Sexual discrimination?
Starvation? Overpopulation? Class distinctions?
Starvation wages? […]
John-Henri, when I read you letter I was first
overjoyed, then surprised, finally even more

In this issue, Stieg also published a nine page
article detailing his reasons for opposing nuclear
power, and a humorous essay on whether LarsGöran Hedengård could actually exist, where he
examines the three reasonable alternate
possibilities – Hedengård is a product of his own
deep mental disturbances; Hedengård exists, but
as one of the shadow’s on the wall in Plato’s
thought experiment, though in this case, as
opposed to Plato, created not by a benevolent but
by an evil god; or Hedengård is a sadistic joke
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perpetrated by some other fan. He decides, after
inspection, on the last theory, and reaches the
conclusion that Hedengård is in fact a practical
joke perpetrated by John-Henri Holmberg. After
which he happens to sort one of his desk drawers,
and to his unutterable horror discovers a pile of
weird letters, typed on his own typewriter, and is
forced to realize that he himself is the Jekyll and
Hyde of fandom, that in the dark hours of his soul
he turns into Lars-Göran Hedengård, writing and
mailing endless absurd letters in a savage
frenzy…

to buy the term admission card for the Umeå
cinemateque. Otherwise, readers still comment on
Hedengård and atomic power in their letters of
comment. And in the following issue, nuclear
power dominates the letters entirely, most
spectacularly in the formula-laden contribution
from Kjell Rynefors. Rune Forsgren in “Stjärnfall”
now writes about a propaganda meeting to make
women join the women’s auxiliary corps, about fall
movies in Umeå and about meeting racists. Stieg
devotes most of his “Brittsommar” column to his
three favorite crime authors; we will take a closer
look at this early text in the chapter about Stieg’s
crime novels and their place in the tradition of
crime writing.

The nuclear power essay and the attacks on
Hedengård lead to Fijagh! 4 turning mainly into a
letter column, with letters and replies occupying
17 of the 24 pages. Hedengård, undeterred,
contributes two pages; a representative quote
concerns my own letter to the previous issue: “It is
surprising to see a so-called ‘intelligent’ person,
as John-Henri Holmberg supposedly is, sinking so
deeply into muck. Holmberg’s letter surely cannot
gladden anyone except himself and the other
groups on the communist edge. For Holmberg
wants to play a so-called ‘radical’. Presumably
Holmberg thinks that if ‘everyone else’ wants to be
leftist and radical, why shouldn’t he be allowed to?
And Holmberg’s presumed turn to the left is due
to the reason that is the basis of all other Marxists
and communists: ENVY! […] Therefore, all
Marxists, socialists and communists are urged to
seek psychiatric help for their complexes and
ailments…”
Stieg’s reply is devastating. He writes a quite
short note, beginning with “Dear Lars-Göran
Hedengård”, then talks about the cold winter, says
that he longs for summer when he intends to go
bicycling and maybe visit the outdoor baths, and
ends by saying that if the weather is bad next day,
he might go to the cinema.
In his “Brittsommar” column, he talks about the
time when he was accosted on the street by a
scientology recruiter and took one of their
personality tests, while Rune Forsgren in
“Leftover Wine” talks mainly about the debris of
his three years of fan activity, in the form of
unfinished essays and columns, drafts, cut
stencils for never published fanzines and
unpublished contributions.
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Fijagh! 7 is an interesting issue. Rune Forsgren
devotes “Stjärnfall” to mini-golf and cats, but apart
from his column this is a weighty fanzine. A
contribution from Kjell Johansson satirically
reviews three issues of two magazine published
by the Nordic Front, a now long since defunct
organization devoted to preserving pure Nordic
culture. In the long letter column, Eva Gabrielsson
talks about her experiences when working extra
as a cleaner at the chemistry department of Umeå
university. A letter from Torbjörn Wärnheim, fairly
briefly raising a number of political issues,
receives a very long reply from Stieg Larsson,
who discusses censorship, talks about his
absolute aversion to the idea of nationalism,

In Fijagh! 5, “Brittsommar” is devoted to Stieg’s
diatribe against life in the military. Rune Forsgren
in his column, now renamed “Stjärnfall”
(“Starfall”), writes about movies and the hysteria
shown by Stieg when he realized that he might fail
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patriotism, and indeed borders between different
parts of the same continent: “My tolerance for the
insincerity of nationalism is equal to my
appreciation of rattlesnakes as bedmates.”
And in a separate text, without heading, he writes
what amounts to a private letter to Eva
Gabrielsson, discussion both the male and female
roles forced on us by social conventions, and the
necessity of breaking radically with bourgeois
norms in order to achieve personal development,
while even that thought in itself is a contradiction
in terms since everyone having grown up in such
a society is by necessity a product of it.
What Stieg hopes for, instead, is to find at least
pieces of a true self within the frame of current
society, and to use that to think not truly radically,
since that is impossible, but with the semblance of
radicalism, which will influence others to the point
where it may one day become possible to achieve
true radicalism and so reach outside the limits of
bourgeois norms.

Fijagh! 8 continues the serious trend. Dénis
Lindbohm contributes an essay on his rejection of
the doctrine of profitability. Eva Gabrielsson
contributes “Wailin’ in a Babylon”, an informal
essay on the similarities between the
institutionalized discrimination of blacks in South
Africa, the non-legalized but intellectually
rationalized discrimination of blacks in the US,
and the discrimination of women in Sweden. The
letter section again discusses nuclear power and
politics; Stieg’s “Brittsommar” is a further
comment to Eva, but mainly extended reply to
Kjell Rynefors, again regarding nuclear power but
also discussing the alternative: “Which do you
choose? A capitalist order necessarily dependant
on nuclear power, or a socialist society using
alternate sources of energy within a planned
economy?” Rune Forsgren, on the other hand,
talks of his admiration for Japanese actor Toshiro
Mifune and director Akira Kurosawa.
Fijagh! 8 was published in December 1976. By
the time the 9th issue was published, Umeå
fandom was no more. The fanzine appeared in
early 1978, and by then Eva and Stieg had moved
to Stockholm while Rune Forsgren remained up
north. With 32 pages, it was both the thickest and
last issue of Fijagh!
Kjell Rynefors and Stieg continue their nuclear
power discussion, Dénis Lindbohm writes about
his writing and K. G. Johansson & Gunilla
Dahlblom contribute an essay on lute music.
Rune Forsgren writes about his interest in sports
and Stieg Larsson about moving to Stockholm.
The fanzine is beautifully laid out, printed in black
and red on paper of five different colors, but for
the first time Fijagh! doesn’t quite feel like itself;
the intimacy between reader and publishers has
been lost. Perhaps the magic of the fanzine
depended on the two editors working in close
consort. Both in feeling and in fact, this was Stieg
Larsson’s belated farewell to Umeå fandom.
In his “Brittsommar” column, Stieg writes that the
evening before his leaving, Rune gave him some
fatherly advice. Stieg must watch out for the
Stockholm fans, he had said. Those are
dangerous people.
But Stieg had not taken his advice to heart. A
couple of days before writing his column, he goes
on, he and Eva had been to a crayfish party at
John-Henri Holmberg’s place, and after a
sufficient number of drinks Stieg had almost been
talked into joining the SFSF. And at least agreed
to go to the inauguration party to be held in the
club’s new meeting place, which he notes will be
held in just a few days.

Artwork: Staffan Mossige-Norheim, 1979
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The party would be Stieg’s formal introduction to
Stockholm fandom. He ought to have known
better. The year before, in June 1976, he had
attended the ScanCon, the then (and until 2011)
largest sf convention held in Sweden with close to
500 attending, and after the final party at my
place, after the last convention evening, Stieg had
agreed to get the guest of honor, American author
Jack Vance, back to his hotel, an experience he
later claimed almost cost him his life – “Jack
Vance is both large and heavy, and at the time
was also drunk as a skunk, and at no point during
the taxi drive did he even seem to wonder about
my suffocated and sometimes panicky gasps
each time the cab mad a left turn and centrifugal
forces inexorably pushed Vance right. I have
never since been able to read one of his novels
without feeling a heavy weight settle on my
chest”, he wrote me in a letter. What kind of
hornet’s nest would he be getting into this time?

publish a quarterly sf magazine, Jules Vernemagasinet, which he edited, and to start a
Swedish science fiction book club. By early 1973,
friction had set in between Lundwall and the A&K
management, and he left to continue editing
science fiction for a newly formed publishing
house, Delta, of which he was a co-owner; he
also took the Jules Verne-magasinet along to
Delta. A&K was not interested in continuing with
the magazine, which lost money, but wanted to
continue their line of sf novels and the sf book
club, and doing that became my job. Both the
book line and the book club showed decent
profits, but the company as a whole was underfinanced and in 1975 the decision was made to
cut back the less profitable lines of publishing in
order to free capital for more commercial
ventures.* So I left publishing for a couple of years
and accepted a job as head of information with
the Central Organization of Stockholm Student
Unions, an umbrella organization handling student
housing, student health care, student hostels and
similar activities on behalf of the roughly 60,000
college and university students in the Stockholm
area.

During the 1950s, Swedish fans had optimistically
waited for the soon-to-be general acceptance of
science fiction as the most important of all literary
forms, but by the late 1950s began to realize that
on the contrary, science fiction was in fact
disappearing from view in Sweden. With the
demise of earlier clubs, a new one was started in
Stockholm in late 1959, to begin its activities in
January 1960. Its name was typical of the
modesty characteristic of
early fandom:
Skandinavisk förening för science fiction, SFSF,
which translates as The Scandinavian Science
Fiction Society. During its first fifteen years, it may
sometimes have had as many as four or five
members living outside of Sweden. But in the midseventies, chance led to the club becoming huge,
and for a short while Swedish fandom swelled to
fill the lives of at least those active fans living in
the Stockholm are.
Until 1975, SFSF was certainly by Swedish
standards a large and active sf club. Meetings
were held, either in the home of some board
member or sometimes in rented meeting halls,
usually monthly. The club already in 1960 began
publishing a fanzine, Science fiction forum, mainly
devoted to criticism, author profiles, essays on
subjects related to sf, and amateur sf stories. But
in 1976, the club was for a few years transformed.
In 1973, I had been hired as acquiring editor for
science fiction by a publishing company called
Askild & Kärnekull. Another previously very active
fan, Sam J. Lundwall, had been employed by A&K
already in 1970, to launch a line of science fiction
novels. He also persuaded the company to
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However, in 1975 I was also a member of the
SFSF board, and in 1976 I was chairman of the
club. Since the Science fiction book club was
clearly profitable and had around 1,500 members,
and since A&K had no wish to continue running it,
SFSF negotiated with A&K to buy the book club
and its stock of books at a price slightly above
cost. For about a year, the (thankfully small) stock
of books was shelved in my office, and I spent a
day every weekend there with helpers from the
SFSF, packaging and mailing books.
The offer from SFSF to the book club members
had been to join the club and continue buying
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books cheaply by mail. More than half accepted
this, and thus SFSF had suddenly grown from
less than 200 members to over 800, with around
300 in the Stockholm area. So in late 1976 we
decided to get a place for the club, and in 1977
we signed a lease for a street level former shop
with a large, easily accessible cellar of its own.
The cellar had one large and two smaller rooms,
suitable for informal meetings and discussions;
the street level had a shop area of around 550 sq
feet with display windows and an office room. The
idea was to make the shop into a science fiction
bookstore, the office into a boardroom and the
cellar into club meeting rooms. We set to and
spent evenings, nights and weekends for months
cleaning, painting, building and furnishing. But
there was always dire need for more helping
hands. And this was when Eva Gabrielsson and
Stieg Larsson had the bad fortune to move to
Stockholm.

movie evenings Sundays. In October, an sf
convention was again held in Stockholm, and over
the December 16–18 weekend, SFSF arranged
the first of a series of mini-conventions in its club
facilities. Stieg and Eva had spent part of the fall
helping to sort books, put up shelves and making
themselves useful. At the annual general meeting
of the SFSF, December 8, when I was elected the
club’s 1978 president, they received their just
punishment and were elected to the board, Eva to
be in charge of the club library, Stieg to handle
external and member information.
From 1978, the club rooms were open also every
Monday evening, which meant that at least a
couple of board members had to be present five
days a week. Study circles, speakers, discussions
and movies continued. A second mini-convention
was arranged over the first weekend in April; the
minutes of the April 24 board meeting laconically
note that “Experiences from the recent Minicon 2
led to the decision that in the program leaflets for
future Minicons print a notice that attendees
obviously drunk or disorderly will be turned out”.
On May 18, Eva Gabrielsson led a discussion on
future cities. In the club member fanzine, Fanac,
Stieg wrote appeals to the members both to visit
the club program evenings and to help recruit
more members. And in August, the work to
transform the large street level room was into a
bookstore began; from September 18, the
combined Stockholm science fiction bookshop
and café was open Mondays through Fridays from
noon until eight, Saturdays from eleven A.M. until
four, and Sunday evenings from seven to ten. Eva
Gabrielsson wrote about this, also in Fanac, but
her cheerful tone revealed little of the immense
amount of work involved, most of it performed by
the eleven board members. A third Minicon was
held October 13–15, and on December 17, the
annual general meeting re-elected Stieg and Eva
to the board, along with eight others, while Lars
Sydolf became the new president and I along with
two others were elected to the new subcommittee
to handle the bookstore. When the new board
divided the various tasks, Stieg and Eva agreed to
edit the club member fanzine Fanac in 1979, and
so together produced the seven issues from
number 97 through 103, while Stieg and I also
agreed to be on the editorial board of the club
magazine, Science fiction forum, which in 1979
was to be edited by Steve Sem-Sandberg. * It all
sounds peaceful, productive, even joyous. But it
wasn’t.
In fact, SFSF faced enormous problems.
In part, these were economic and organizational.
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The inauguration party was held on Friday night,
September 16. Not that all of the building and
painting had been finished, but at least the
facilities were in decent shape and from
September 30, study circles were held Tuesdays
and Wednesdays, club meetings Thursdays and
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The club had little money and the bookstore was
underfinanced from the beginning; new stock
could be bought only when older books had been
sold. Worse, the organization was insufficient.
Keeping a combined bookstore, coffee shop and
club meeting place open fifty hours each week
using only unpaid board members is, to put it
mildly, difficult, and becomes no easier when the
same unpaid board members are also supposed
to simultaneously publish two magazines, run a
mail-order business, prepare the study circle
meetings they are chairing and in their spare time
keep a 1500 square feet, constantly used are
clean and tidy.
Still, all of this might have been possible to solve if
the club had not simultaneously become virtually
a battlefield of opposing fractions.
I mentioned earlier in this essay that a large
number of new fans entered Swedish fandom
around the middle of the 1970s. Often they had
found out about a convention, or about fanzines,
via Jules Verne-magasinet, which in 1972 and
1973 hade been sold on newsstands throughout
the country, and was later throughout the decade
on sale in bookshops. Most of the newcomers,
just as the older fans, had begun reading sf at the
age of nine, ten or eleven, but they had been of
that age when the new sf boom had started in
1971. Or, in other words, while everyone on the
SFSF board was between 25 and 50 years old,
we now suddenly had a fairly large group of
unbelievably loud, opinionated and hyperactive
teenagers who more or less lived on the club
premises. And, most importantly, who felt strongly
that the board was made up of fakefans. Calling
someone a fakefan, of course, is one of the worst
insults among science fiction fans: it means
someone not really a genuine fan, someone at
best pretending to, but at heart totally lacking the
finer instincts of the true fan.
During 1978, the very young activists mainly
demanded that the club facilities should be open
more days and longer hours, that the editor of the
club member fanzine Fanac should be dismissed
and replaced by a candidate they preferred, that
the emphasis of programming should be less on
science fiction and more on fandom itself. General
meetings turned into shouting contests, with the
opponents standing on chairs and refusing to
yield the floor to anyone else.
In December 1978, the two most vociferous of the
young fans, Ahrvid Engholm and Anders Bellis,
started a weekly news fanzine called Vheckans
ävfentyr (“The Wheek’s Adfentures” – the spelling
of the title was intended to convey the super-

fannish glow of the editorial stand, since putting
“h” as a second letter into words is assumed to be
a sign of true fannishness, while “fen” is a less
common plural of “fan”; editor Engholm’s first
name also received, and still has, the extra “h”).
Although not consistently weekly, this fanzine
actually managed at least 47 issues in 1979 and
another 40 in 1980. Out of these almost ninety
issues, handed out every week in the SFSF club
rooms, most contain attacks on the club’s board.
This endless feuding, mainly about things which
could not possibly interest anyone, will not be
detailed here, with a single exception: the
Feminac uproar.
During late 1977 and 1978, since the club rooms
hade opened, an average of maybe fifteen to
twenty members would usually hang around most
nights, playing games, talking or discussing.
When programs were held, the number could
increase by another ten; during the Minicon
weekends, forty or fifty would normally attend. But
only a handful of those attending anything would
be women.
Certainly the majority of SFSF members were
male. But a large number of female members in
the Stockholm area never showed up at all, and
quite a few of those who did came once or twice,
then never again.
The idea that female members felt outnumbered
and outshouted by the extremely dominant and
always present hard core of young male fans was
hardly far-fetched. It seemed reasonable to try to
remedy this, both to ensure that the club wouldn’t
lose members needlessly and in order to broaden
the views represented within it. A small first step
was taken in the first 1979 issue of Fanac, where
one of the board members, Lena Jonsson, asked
other women in the club to contact her, initially to
contribute to a page by and for women members
in each future issue of the fanzine.
The first “Feminac” page is presented in the next
Fanac. Lena Jonsson now talks about her
reasons for launching the page. She notes that in
the US, there are feminist fanzines published by
women for women interested in sf and fandom,
and promises that she will initiate club program
items aimed at women. And she asks and replies
to the basic question about this:
“Is it worth incurring the irritation of male members
to aim activities specifically at females? Do we
women really need our own small corner of
fandom?
Yes, I believe such a corner is necessary if we are
to dare take part at all. […] To start with, we are in
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the minority, and those few of us who attend
meetings are very quickly shouted down if they
dare say anything. (And fairly often we start out
with so low a self-confidence that we assume that
we will be shouted down and so remain silent on
our own accord.)
My idea is that we have to begin by talking to
each other first, to learn to discuss the books we
read and above all to learn to dare to talk to more
than two others at a time.”

must be considered required.
To that, Ahrvid Engholm immediately responded
at length, among other things saying that “The
Feminac column should be abolished […] It’s as
meaningful as a column aimed, for instance, at
red-haired fans (who I’m sure are just as
neglected in fandom as female fans)…”
This kind of nonsense kept up for a while. I even
tried taking the fight to the enemy and wrote an
essay printed in Vheckans ävfentyr where I said,
in small part, “That’s why she needs the chance to
talk about her interest in sf with people not
brought up since the cradle to dominate not
through knowledge, but volume of voice; not by
reason, but stubbornness; not by factual
arguments, but by loaded concepts. And, sadly,
almost all of us males are brought up that way.”
Anders Bellis, this time, hit back: “In my view a
basic demand should be that Feminac introduced
these neo-femme-fans to fandom and to the
existing fanzines. But what do they do, instead?
Plainly speaking, nothing. […] My personal
opinion of Lena Jonsson is that she is too inactive
to get anything real done…”
Gradually the tone hardened. The impressive
Feminac column in Fanac number 101 was
written as a satirical fable about the “medmed”, all
alone and best at “medmod”, who shake with
harm when suddenly a few “mim” wants to join but
do everything all wrong, that is, not the way
medmed did. In a letter to the next issue, Anders
Bellis calls it “both more badly written, more
infantile and less thoughtful even than normal,
which must be viewed as an impressive
accomplishment. I won’t honor the writer with
more than saying that the entire message of the
story is twisted and untrue.” At this time, many of
us were getting seriously angry. Out of the SFSF
membership of around 700, around a hundred
were women. The only thing that had happened
so far was that one or two pages out of an
average of around 20 in the membership fanzine
had been set aside for women to write about their
own views of the club. And this, in itself, had by
now been questioned, condemned and debated
for half a year. Stieg vented his anger in a very
long reply to Anders Bellis, noting that his criticism
had been characterized by personal attacks and
that his attitude bore witness of a hopeless
dogmatism and childishness.
By autumn, Feminac had constituted itself as a
project group and begun work on its own fanzine.
Meanwhile the landlord also informed that rent for
the club facilities would double. The club economy
simply could not cope with this increase, and so

Artwork: Staffan Mossige-Norheim, 1979

Even this mild phrasing was irritating, it seemed.
“A vague and pointless Feminac page halfheartedly suggesting women fans to become
more active”, was how Vheckans ävfentyr
characterized it. Before publication, in fact, since
the two editors had found the not yet mailed print
run of the Fanac issue in the club office room. And
in the following issue of Fanac, the Feminac page
hade become two pages, and could present three
letters from readers. The first, from male Anders
Åkerlind, asked, “Why should girls in SFSF have
their own page of Fanac? Guys don’t have a page
of their own!” While the two others, both women,
applauded the initiative. One suggested activities
like study circles on women in sf, the other noted
that she had so far never happened on an sf
novel with a woman as the heroic protagonist.
The page also began recommending feminist sf
novels, and concluded with an editorial comment
by Stieg Larsson, who pointed out that the gender
bias of the SFSF membership was so obvious
that doing something about it must be considered
an important part of the club’s agenda – since the
idea of the club, after all, was to further the
appreciation of science fiction not just among
males, but among all. And that consequently a
page or two in Fanac aimed at addressing this
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SFSF gradually was forced to accept that it would
have to leave its premises in the near future.
During the fall, Feminac held a couple of study
group meetings in the club rooms, and in
December the first issue of the Feminac fanzine
was published. Feelings were running very high;
in November, issue 42 of Vheckans ävfentyr
featured the front-page heading “DICTATORSHIP
IN SFSF!!!” In the club rooms, slogans such as
“This is where the Nazi mob lurks” began to
appear on the locked door to the office and board
room. When the annual general meeting was held
on December 16, the bookstore was decorated by
handmade posters and the meeting ran on for
hours with Engholm and Bellis standing on chairs,
reading endless manifests and lists of demands.
But around 50 club members had come to the
meeting, and virtually none of the opposition
demands were accepted. Instead, Stieg Larsson
was elected club president for 1980, while the
eight other board members included myself and
Eva Gabrielsson. Another fun year was about to
begin.
During the spring of 1980, Feminac arranged a
study circle on gender roles and depictions of
women in science fiction. On September 30,
1980, the club left its earlier premises. The offset
printing press, inventory of books and other
property was housed in a rented cellar space
which due to lack not only of windows but also of
toilet facilities was impossible to use for club
meetings.
Two days before the move, an extraordinary
general meeting was held at the behest of Stieg
Larsson, who wanted to discuss the situation and
if possible find ways to ensure the club’s future.
But very few members showed up. During the last
three months of the year, Vheckans ävfentyr
continued to attack the Feminac fanzine, while
Stieg and Eva started a new member fanzine,
The Magic Fan, publishing two issues in
November and inviting members to the annual
general meeting on December 21.
At this meeting, virtually the entire board of SFSF
resigned. It fell on the new club president, Kaj
Harju, and his board members to pilot the club
through the following year and it is largely due to
Kaj, who remained president for seven years, that
SFSF still exists today. Stieg Larsson, Eva
Gabrielsson and the others who had worked for
SFSF during the last three years went on to other
things.
And in Stieg’s and Eva’s case, these no longer
included fandom.
The last years had not only consisted of feuds

and problems. In August 1979, they had attended
SeaCon ’79, the 37th World Science Fiction
Convention, held in Brighton, England, where
Stieg managed to interview authors Frederik Pohl
and Joan D. Vinge. The Feminac group’s fanzine
by the same name published a total of six issues
and remains one of the most interesting Swedish
fanzines of its time; the two last issues were
published in 1981.
In a letter long after, Stieg wrote about the SFSF
period, saying that although he had fond
memories of many of those he got to know during
his years in fandom, he also remembered having
the doubtful pleasure of getting acquainted with
some of the most total jerks he had ever met. The
worst idiots, he noted, obviously were a small
minority, but nevertheless loud enough to make
you tire of it all. During the time when he and Eva
were editing Fanac, he wrote, they often
wondered how the hundreds of club members and
readers outside of Stockholm viewed the often
totally unintelligible situation.
But, he said, there was no law stating that you
had to stay in contact with people you found it
impossible to like. “To me, all the stupidities had
entirely spoiled the fun of fandom. I gafiated and
since then […] have had no contacts with fandom.
It is no secret that on the day I left, I did so filled
with disgust at having had to spend the preceding
year in it and at wasting my time on nonsense.”
“Gafiate”, of course, is another fan slang word, an
acronym meaning “get away from it all”. Which is
what Stieg did at the end of 1980. After more than
30 fanzine issues, contributions to many more,
numerous convention and three years on the
board of Scandinavia’s largest fan organization,
he ended his decade-long period as an active fan.

Artwork: Staffan Mossige-Norheim, 1979
WolfEd: Article content contemporary illustrations,
digitally enhanced pencil-drawings by Staffan, who
is better known for his musical endeavours. Most of
the drawings emerged during tedious lessons,
where half an ear was more than enough attention. I
was sitting right next to him and grabbed them for
future publication. Didn't expect to finally do it, after
40 years. There was never a better time than now.
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29 years down the road. It is January 2019 and 20
years since the first issue of CounterClock. Yes,
there has also been a 10-year hiatus in its
publishing.(2001-2010), but all the while I've been
striving towards improvements in form & content.
And I am not done striving. I don't feel at the end
of the road, but more like at the beginning of
another phase.
For years I've been trying to keep up-to-date with
sci-fi and fantasy produced for both the big and
small screen. When I started, it was easy. There
was not an overwhelming amount of sf being
made. But it is becoming incresingly difficult to do
so, when escapism is flooding media. It becomes
no less problematic when the things you would
like to see are spread out over different service
providers and type of media. For example Game
of Thrones, Westworld (HBO, dvd), Sense8 and
the new Lost in Space (Netflix only), Handmaid's
Tale (Hulu, HBO), Star Trek Discovery (CBS All
Access, Netflix, dvd) The Man in the High Castle,
(Amazon video only) Doctor Who (BBC, dvd) and
Time After Time (2017, ABC).

Young Stieg Larsson, photo: Annika Nordström

More about Swedish sf-fandom in CounterClock
Anders Palm # 5, page
A Tale of Early Swedish Fandom
Tomas Cronholm #15 page 29
Swedish Fandom Today (2011-2013)
Lena Jonsson & (Anders) Bellis
The History of FEMINAC #28, page 7
Luke Smith
SweCon 2017 – Uppsala #29, page 20
Patric Fors photography
Nasacon 11, 1990 #30, page 19
Wolf von Witting
Sigma TC, Fisksätra-fandom #17, page 2
Fandom in Sweden #19, page 4
on George Bobjörk #15, page 18
on Ahrvid Engholm #21b, page 4
Staffan Mossige-Norheim #17, page 7
The SF-Bookshop #19, page 11
Nasacon 1980 # 15, page 16
Nasacon 8, 1987 picture pages #19, page 19
JuniCon 1999 Stockholm #5, page 8
SweCon 1999 Uppsala #7, page 3
Nasacon 2000 #8, page 2
Comments on Swecon 2018 #33, page 6

Let me guess, that you have NOT seen all of the
above. And there is a lot more in production.
There is no way anyone can keep up anymore.

------------------------------------------------

"To say that a work of art is good, but incomprehensible to the majority, is the same as
saying of some kind of food that it is very good
but that most people can't eat it."
Leo Tolstoy
------------------------------------------------

A man is but the product of his thoughts what he
thinks, he becomes.
Mahatma Gandhi

Artwork: Staffan Mossige-Norheim, 1979
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They were already clear to go with Irwin Allen's Lost
in Space. History is full of irony. We laughed when
we realized what a huge mistake CBS made.
Roddenberry turned instead to Desilu.
50 years later, as Roddenberry's baby finally ends
up in the hands of CBS, they turn it to menure.

WHAT ELSE IS PRBLEMATIC?
Apart from the vast amount of sci-fi and fantasyfilm being created for the big and the small screen
one can also say that currently a whole lot of
captivating shows are being made for TV.
If something rates over 7.0 on IMDb, it might be
worth to take a look. Of the previously mentioned
shows, it is only the new tv-series Time After Time
which has a popularity ranking of 6.9 IMDb offers
a very long list of running sci-fi shows.currently in
production.

Instead, Netflix comes along and creates a brilliant
update on Lost in Space. I don't use the word
remake when the remake is superior to its original.
Superior it is. Lost in Space is what neither STDiscovery, nor the latest incarnation of Doctor Who
succeeded with – an excellent family show.
After careful consideration, and upon examining
what another source had to offer, I decided to look at
NETFLIX who paid for Star Trek-Discovery, but
must have been as disappointed as all Star Trekfandom. Perhaps to prove their point, they launched
Lost in Space, which clearly is everything Discovery
ought to have been. I predict the IMDb-rating for the
new Lost in Space-show is going to rise. I am infact
so sure of it, that I am willing to place a bet on it.
I have now seen the new Lost in Space three times.
And I totally love the show.

Why is Discovery so bad? Well, there are the legal
issues between CBS and Paramount which don't
allow us to boldly go any further into the future of the
Star Trek we are familiar with. A new timeline has
been created in which Vulcan and Romulus have
been destroyd and Spock suddenly has a half sister
no one ever heard of before. I tried to give Discovery
a second chance and watched it again, sometimes
desperately trying to stay awake, since it is nearly
impossible to say anything about the show without
having viewed it. But "Rather than using the existing
fanbase as a starting point and expand it to new
audiences from there, the decision was made to
appeal to an imagined younger base of fans it was
assumed would spring into existence at the expense
of the existing fanbase." [Midnight's Edge]

Family entertainment should be free of political- and
LGBT-propaganda. I do not mind LGBT-content
when a program is directed at adults.

Sense8 is a brilliant and intriguing show. The formerl
Wachowski brothers (behind Matrix) have transformed to the Wachowski sisters and by mindmeld with
J.Michael Straczynski created a suspenseful sci-fi
show. Too much sexual emphasis, for my taste, but
at least there is all sort of it. Except, there seem to
be no one at all in this concoction who doesn't enjoy
an orgy. In Sense8 hetero- exist only among the bad
guys. All the good guys are assumed to be at least
bi-sexual. OTOH we find alternate sexuality handled
with intelligent delicacy, such as one of my favourite
scenes, when Hernando in front of an auditorium
turns the table on an intolerant student. Fans of
Babylon 5 recognize typical Straczynski wit in many
profounds scenes. Sense8 is well worth watching in
spite of being in your face LGBT-propaganda.

This is an explanation, as good as any, for why we
have difficulties to recognize this crap as Star Trek.
The character depiction is 2-dimensional and has
bland dynamics in their interaction. Commander
Landry, Discovery's chief of security, kills off herself
in a mindboggingly silly act which makes the viewers
scratch the back of their heads, how she managed
to rise to her rank within Starfleet, while the dead
Captain Philippa Georgiou returns from a mirror
universe as emperor Ming the Merciless.
Many, many years ago, when Star Trek only existed
in the head of Roddenberry, Gene was invited to
CBS to vent his ideas to a room full of interested
ears. And they did listen to him for more than two
hours, how a sci-fi show for adults could be made on
a tv-budget. I read about this in STARLOG, back in
the 80's. Afterwards they thanked him for his
valuable input and told him they were not interested.

I had a feeling the show was cut short in 2018 with
a 150 minutes finale. But all good things must end,
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even if they have the 7th Doctor in it (Sylvester
McCoy – as the Old Man of Hoy. I didn't mind the
LGBT-elements in TORCHWOOD and neither did
they bother me in Sense8. But it does not compute
with Doctor Who.

Propaganda and political manipulation in sci-fi-tvshows are not new. We just have been spared a lot.
One old example, I am convinced, the farmacy
industry was involved in the production of the British
TV-series SURVIVORS (1975-1977 and the remake
2008-2010) Why? Because curiously enough, it both
times coincided with an outbreak of the swine flu,
which in the 2009 pandemic sold an insane amounts
of vaccins (among which 18 million doses went to
Sweden with a population of 9 million and 23 million
doses to Italy, of which only 3 million doses were
used). The new edition of Survivors was suddenly
cancelled, when public accusations were made that
major firms organized a campaign of panic and the
WHO declared a false pandemic.
The relevant wikipedia article appears like there has
been a real pandemic and only a paragraph needs
to be edited away, Accusations of conflict of interest,
when memory of the event has faded and we are
ready for a reboot. What we have learned from
history is that we don't learn anything from history.

Doctor Who-fans were looking forward to experience
the first female Doctor. But Whittaker's incarnation of
the Doctor has fallen short of expectations on more
accounts than the mere substandard of Chibnall's
writing. When did Doctor Who become to be about
sex? Do not go down that road.

But Terry Nation's SURVIVORS was well thought
through. Even now, superior to most attempts at
similar kind, such as the Danish THE RAIN (2018),
also a Netflix-original production. As always, I prefer
to see things in their original language with English
subtitles (when necessary).
THE RAIN is not bad at all, for being Danish. In the
bigger picture one can accuse the screenwriters of
somewhat stale writing. For example, when the
selection of survivors is random, it is likely for a
random group of people to have a more diverse agerange. But ok... let this show be for the youngsters!
------------------------------------------------

BEST SF/FANTASY TV-SHOWS by IMDb-rank
(currently in production or produced until 2018)
Game of Thrones
9.5
Black Mirror and Stranger Things
8.9
Westworld
8.8
Daredevil
8.7
Handmaid's Tale
8.6
Supernatural
8.5
Expanse, Sense8, Walking Dead
8.4
Dirk Gently's HDA, Legion
8.3
Altered Carbon
8.2
Man in the High Castle, Travelers
and The Good Place
8.1
The Orville
7.9
The 100 and Grimm
7.8
12 Monkeys
7.7
X-Files (has 8.7, but season 10-11 average 7.6)
Doctor Who (has 8.7, but season 11 average 7.0)
Compare with SUPERNATURAL season 13 average
which tells that the show gives its fans exactly what
they want. It averages above 8.5
Star Trek Discovery does not qualify for top 20.

You can be what you want. We are no more
interested in your sexual preference than in how you
defecate. But since the BBC feels it is okay to shit in
the face of the Doctors fanbase, I feel it is okay to
wait until the price for the new season drops to the
level where Doctor Smith's seasons are before I
watch it (10 GBP). And then I have no expectation
on its entertainment value. Netflix didn't buy it and
we have to salute Netflix for the decision.
Amazon UK has already blocked customers from
further reviewing the dvd-release. And this before it
has been released.
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The Spaceship of Ezekiel

Perry Rhodan Hits 3000

Many of Erich von Dänikens ideas have been
ridiculed by those who didn't support his alien
astronaut-hypothesis. But among the interesting
things Däniken pointed out, was a flying vehicle in
the Bible, more precisely in the book of Ezekiel.
In 1974 Joseph Blumrich, who worked for NASA,
published a book The Spaceships of Ezekiel, in
which he presented his findings.

On February 14th the adventures of the immortal
German space-hero Perry Rhodan arrives at its
3000th issue written by Christian Montillon &
Hartmut Kasper (the latter under the pseudonym
Wim Vandemaan).
CounterClock dedicated an entire issue to Perry
Rhodan when #2000 was out (see Clock #4).
Since then 1000 more adventures have been
added to the story (and only 30 issues of Clock).
Perry Rhodan began in 1961. It was created by
Karl-Herbert Scheer and Walter Ernsting (aka as
Clark Darlton). Since then, a new story has been
added every week.. The first time Perry Rhodan
was translated, was 1965 into hebrew. They were
four pirate translated issues, published in Tel-Aviv
and are today of significant value to sf-collectors
in Israel. Translations are currently available in
Brazil, Russia, China, Japan, France, the Czech
Republic, and the Netherlands. Perry Rhodan was
published in the US until issue 137, and in the UK
until issue 39. Once, there were also editions in
Italian, Finnish and Danish, which were cancelled.

He wanted to show, that Däniken was wrong, but
what he found, was not only that the described
vehicle was capable of flying, but also that it had
quite favourable aerodynamic properties.
Blumrich died in 2002, but I am sure he would
have been amazed to see a camera drone of
today. We needed another 20 years before we
discovered that 2 propellers have to rotate
clockwise while the other two rotate counterclockwise, but basically it is the same principle as
described by Ezekiel 622-570 BC.
- WolfEd -

I followed the adventures of the immortal space
hero until 1984 and read 1000 of these extraordinary tales. I only have one thing to say:
CONGRATULATIONS PERRY, well done! - Wolf -
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Armi has recreated all the characters from Lewis
Carroll's Alice in Wonderland. We recognized
immediately the Cheshire Cat and the Madhatter.

DOWN THE RABBIT-HLE
It is little known, that I have a cousin in Finland, in
the town of Borgå/Porvoo.Her name is Armi Nurmi
and our mothers were sisters. We also appear to
have a hobby in common – to turn garbage into
art, adding only glue, colours and by the power of
our imagination.

In October and November 2018, these creations
by my cousin were on display in the local library at
an Alice in Wonderland-exhibition. We are thrilled
to share this with you.
- WolfEd -
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It's no use going back to yesterday, because I
was a different person then.
Lewis Carroll

Multi-tasking is a misunderstood word.
In Informatics is the ability of a (computer)
operating system to simultaneously run multiple
programs (e.g., graphics, spreadsheets, word
processing) or formats of software (e.g., coding,
compiling, testing). The word was introduced into
the Oxford English Dictionary in the year 2003.
The human being is bad at multi-tasking. Trust
me. I passed a test as Air Traffic Controller with
flying colors in 1989. Naturally, in part of the test,
I was asked to do several things at the same time.
But the issue was, if I let myself be distracted from
the main task or not. When human beings are
multi-tasking, we actually switch our main
attention back and forth between tasks.
We CAN do several things at the same time, as
far as the coordination of eyes, hand and feet are
concerned. It works for example will ride riding a
bicycle, or driving a car. But we can't sing a song
and write a poem with different words at the same
time. Driving a vehicle and talking on the phone at
the same time, is an accident waiting to happen.
Riding a bicycle and not keeping your hands on
the steering is an accident waiting to happen.

Artwork: Staffan Mossige-Norheim, 1979

There are small things, which can throw anyone
completely out of balance. When your focus is not
on what you are doing, sooner or later, shit will
happen. The word multi-tasking was never
intended to define an ability of the human being.
Because, quite frankly, we suck at it.

------------------------------------------------

“Alice: Would you tell me, please, which way I ought
to go from here? Cheshire Cat: That depends a
good deal on where you want to get to. Alice: I don't
much care where. Cheshire Cat: Then it doesn't
much matter which way you go. Alice: ...So long as
I get somewhere. Cheshire Cat: Oh, you're sure to
do that, if only you walk long enough.”

Computers multi-task. We distract ourselves.
–

Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland

WolfEd -
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WHO GES THERE...?

Michael Lowrey

– the Rocky Road to Dublin

My first convention (1975) was the best thing that
ever happened to me. I have loved, married and
parented within the tribe. I’ve been active: the
N3F, Usenet, apas. I’ve pubbed my ish, and been
officer of a local club.
I am a Fan, free citizen of the ImagiNation.
Whatever else I may be – husband, daddy, union
leader, Esperantist, wearer of orange garments,
Quaker, feminist, Irishman, Mac user, Wobbly,
Hordesman, Wikipedian – this is my Way of Life.
My cunning plan? I want to come from a land
beyond the wave, meet fans all over Over There,
and quaff girder-based beverages.
Nominated by: (NA) Steven Silver, James Nicoll, Arthur D.
Hlavaty; (Europe) John-Henri Holmberg, Steve Green

Geri Sullivan
THE CANDIDATES:

Shortly after stumbling into fandom, I was found
guilty of exhibiting enthusiastic energy and a
propensity for getting things done. I've been
hosting parties, publishing fanzines, running
conventions, and organizing special projects ever
since. Oobleck. Chocolate robots. Rocks,
inflatable gargoyles, and remarkable bheer. You
never know what I’ll bring, only that it all sparks
connections….

Teresa Cochran
Reading has always been a solitary activity for
me. I read SF for many years, and dreamed of
meeting other fans. In the early 2000’s, I moved to
Las Vegas and met many established fans. I
began going to conventions. With the help of
computer technology, it is much easier for me to
write for fanzines. TAFF would give me an
opportunity to meet fans and explore the social
aspects of fandom. I could also publish a TAFF
report in Braille! Don’t worry; it will be accessible
to everyone.
Nominated by: (NA) Tracy Benton, Steve Stiles, Jacq
Monahan; (Europe) Chris O'Shea, Martin Tudor

If selected, I’ll share adventures from years
knowing Walter & Madeleine Willis, James &
Peggy White, and other legendary fans of yore
while meeting new friends of all ages.
Timebinding, you bet! Hope to see you on the
Funway in Dublin and Belfast. She/her;
fancyclopedia.org/geri-sullivan

Sarah Gulde

Nominated by: (NA) Joe Siclari & Edie Stern, Pat Virzi,
Dave O’Neill; (Europe) Claire Brialey, Gareth Kavanagh

‘Infinite Diversity in Infinite Combinations’. Why
the Star Trek slogan? First, I’m a hardcore Trekkie
and co-editor of the December 2018 Star Trek
issue of Journey Planet. Second, I’m passionate
about diversity in fandom. I’ve been on diversity
panels across the country, and even started my
own diversity-focused mini-con.

Voting in the 2019 race is open to anyone active
in fandom before April 2017 who donates at least
$4.00 (USD) or £3.00 (GBP) to TAFF
VOTE before midnight on Monday, April 22, 2019

https://taff.org.uk/ballots/taff2019.html
------------------------------------------------

I’m running for TAFF because I’ve pushed for
change in my local con to help everyone feel
welcome while celebrating their fandoms, and as
the TAFF delegate I want to provide support for
other fans who are doing the same. Interested?
Let’s grab a beer in Dublin and chat! LLAP!

It raineth on the just and also on the unjust
fella. But chiefly on the just, because the
unjust steals the umbrella.

Lord Bowen 1835-1894

Nominated by: (NA) Chris Garcia, Curtis Chen, Nisi
Shawl; (Europe) Fia Karlsson, James Shields
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INTERESTING FACT ABUT IMDb
12 Monkeys TV, 47 episodes 2015-2018
I've just started watching 12 Monkeys, the in 2015
launched TV-series. It starts off very much like the
1995 movie, but for the series to be interesting, it
has to be something more than the movie.
I wasn't particularly keen on throwing myself into
the task, because the series has only a rating of
7.7 on IMDb, which means it's okay, no more.

TALKING ABUT SHIT....
Calling ALTERED CARBON shit, is perhaps a little
bit harsh. A little bit.
After all, it has a lot of Blade Runner-atmosphere
at the outset. An enormous futuristic city, offworld
missions, neon lights and advertisements, the rain
and the umbrellas, multi-lingual and the eating
with chop-sticks.
Then there is the near Raymond Chandler-styled
narrator, except he's more inspired by the Blade
Runner theatrical release, than the master of cool
narrating, Chandler. Romanticising slaughter and
killing, he comes across psychotic.
And the story takes off in this marvellous futuristic
scenery. Not totally boring, but should you happen
to miss a crucial scene anywhere because you
went for a refill of coffee, then you can easily end
up not understanding who is killing who and why.
There's a lot of cool entertainment killing and
many shallow profoundities in the script, but you
don't actually learn anything at all from watching
it. Except, love hurts, if you didn't know already.
Am I going to see the 2nd season? Hell, yes.
It might still improve. We are hopeful.
If nothing else, then for the cool sets. Man, it is
hard to believe this is made for TV. But it's 2019!!!
But.. but... Why is it called ALTERED CARBON?
Anyone?

But the pilot episode wasn't bad at all, so I went
on to look when the quality starts dropping and I
can stop watching. Interestingly, there appears to
be no such drop. I just keeps getting better. At
least, if I am to believe the rating to the individual
episodes.
It doesn't take a genius to understand, that if no
individual episode drops under 8.0 – then the
average rating has to be higher. Of course, that is
not how the 7.7 overall rating was received. It
leaves me with only one conclusion.
There's also a whole lot of people who have seen
an episode or two and go; “Shit! I don't like this!”
And they give a vote, dragging down the overall.
Hey! I'm going to watch the rest and let you know
in the next issue if it was worth it.

Amazing sets, for a TV-show. It's an awesome visual
spectacle, lacking only substance.

Aaron Stanford and Amanda Schull play the lead
characters in the TV-series 12 Monkeys 2015-2018.
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Luke and the Void (2008) 15 minutes

The mathematics f weight loss

Written and directed by Matt Harris-Freeth
IMDb: 6.2 - - 8 Clocks: 
Again, a somewhat predictable outcome, but in its
defence I can say that it is done in style.
Inspired by Spielberg.

(Ruben Meerman on TED)
Where does fat go, when/if we lose it? The simple
truth is, we exhale it.
Human fat consists mostly of: C55H104O6
Eat less, move more, and keep breathing...
Of every 10 kg weight we lose 8,4 kg is exhaled
and 1,6 kg is secreted (water). If you don't trust
me completely on it, watch the whole 21 minutes
on youtube. Link below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vuIlsN32WaE
------------------------------------------------

When you reach the top of the mountain,
keep climbing.
Zen Proverb
------------------------------------------------

SCI-FI SHRTS ON YOUTUBE:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FhCam1q7Y9E

The iMom (2014) 13 min 34 sec

------------------------------------------------

Written and directed by: Ariel Martin
IMDb: 6.8 - 8 Clocks: +
I quite liked the story and would like to give it 8
and a half clocks, even though the ending wasn't
completely surprising to me.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BSYAPKgcgj0
------------------------------------------------

Man stands in his own shadow and wonders
why it is dark.
Zen Proverb
------------------------------------------------

Day 1000 (2010) 30 minutes
Written and directed by: Alex Calleros
IMDb: 6.9, 4 Clocks: 
Another take on the aftermath. I don't know.
Stories with guns in it, make me yawn. Even more
so, when nothing merits their use or presence.
Bang! The End! What a waste of time!
Wake me up when everyone's been shot!

The Narrow World (2017) 15 minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtM-sy75264

Written and directed by Brent Bonacorso
IMDb: 6.5 - 7 Clocks: 
There's one ending I didn't see coming. Did you?
And it happens that I actually agree with IMDb.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8bSNGy8vMw

------------------------------------------------

When the student is ready, the teacher
will appear.
Zen Proverb
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Those who seek the truth by means of
intellect and learning only get further and
further away from it.
Huang Po
------------------------------------------------

Skywhales (1983) 10 min 40 sec
Written and directed by Phil Austin & Derek Hayes
IMDb: 7.7 - 9 Clocks 
I saw this little gem the first time more than thirty
years ago. It's the “La planète sauvage” of sci-fi
shorts. I was happy to find it again on youtube.
The voices of the Perlians (see image below) was
made by British actor Robert Llewellyn, better
known as Kryten in Red Dwarf.

Why does total rubbish like this get a higher score
than a short film with an actual story? Is this what
people like to watch? We're a fucked-up species.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQ6qw1nh0tA
------------------------------------------------

Zen is a quiet thing. It listens.

------------------------------------------------

Howard Fast

An outside enemy exists only if there is anger
inside.
Thubten Zopa Rinpoche

------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------

Lunatique (2016) 11minutes
Written and directed by: Gabriel Kalim Mucci
IMDb: 7.0 – 5 Clocks: 
All of the clocks are given for the sets. Because
what exactly do we have here? Another Bang-the
End-waste of time-aftermath-short-film.
What's the point??? What are we supposed to
marvel at? Everything ends up at shit creek? We
already know this, don't we?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SchicFtNJ-4

Arlo Alone (2018) 16 min 30 sec
Director: Nicole Dorsey, Writer: Katrina Saville
IMDb: 5.7 – 7 Clocks: 
There! A pretty decent story and a pretty decent
ending. How come it only gets 5.7 on IMDb?
Outside the window, behind her, we spy a glimpse
of the famous Metropolis (1927) facades.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2A5vyPWLpU
------------------------------------------------

Sitting quietly, doing nothing, Spring comes, and
the grass grows, by itself.
Matsuo Basho

------------------------------------------------

When fishermen can't go to sea, they repair nets.
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Mom used to go and see science fiction-film back
in the 1950's whenever she was pregnant. Many
years later, as we became capable of listening,
she told us what she watched while we were in
her belly. She took me to the movies when The
Incredible Shrinking Man and The Fly were shown
in Borgå or Helsinki cinemas (Finland).

At the time, rentals had just started and I recall
George who had bought a cassette paid 1500
SEK (150 Euros) for Beneath the Planet of the
Apes. In those days, it was enough money to pay
the monthly rent for the flat. We saw the film over
and over again, marvelling at the fact that we
could see it at home. From our own sofa.
Swedish TV broadcasted The Andromeda Strain,
Colossus the Forbin Project, Solaris, Capricorn
One and Seksmisja (Poland) early in 1987.
I was on the road, for my own collection.

Watching them, decades later, I knew the story so
well, that I could tell when the water boiler would
burst down in the cellar, before it did (Incredible
Shrinking Man). But then, mom had talent for
vividly and in detail re-capturing all the action.

Ten years later, I had so many VHS-cassettes,
they did not fit into one room anymore. And
technology progressed, while the cassettes were
deteriorating. The sound went muffled before the
picture. George's recording of the Norwegian TVseries Blindpassasjer, was still watchable after 15
years, but the quality of its sound had suffered
severely. The savior was a new technology called
DVD. Digital Versatile Disc.

The first time I had an inkling of what i wanted to
accomplish was in 1982, while visiting the Solariseditor Karl-Heinz Schmitz. Together, we watched
the films Phase IV and Solaris on betamax. It was
kinda cool, talking about a film and then being
able to pick it from the shelf and look at it.
I wanted to be able to do that. Five years later, (in
January 1987) when swedish TV broadcasted five
sf-films, I started my collection. We bought a VHS
recorder and some recordable cassettes.

Like all new technology, it was all very expensive
in the beginning.
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Wikipedia states the technology was invented in
1958 and patented in 1961. I recall the first laserdiscs, huge like vinyl-music-albums and fragile. If
you dropped them, they would shatter into a
thousand pieces. In the US they were marketed
from 1978. I saw one much later. Never bought
one though. Too expensive.

doubled. How much is everything? What does
that mean?
- Everything I seen, everything I can remember.
Everything I ever heard of/read about. Everything
I care to watch. Everything is A LOT.
Some series didn't make it across the Atlantic in
their time. I had to wait for ever, before I got a
chance to see Fantastic Voyage, Logan's Run,
Quark, Starlost and Voyagers. Most of the time,
so long waits are not worth it. If something doesn't
hit on both sides of the Atlantic, then it is rarely
something to write home about.

DVD as we know it, was released in 1996, if we
can trust wikipedia on this. I don't know, the shops
in Sweden were behind. And, of course, it was
way too costly for me to change technology then. I
had thousands of VHS-cassettes clattering my
home. Half of them recorded from TV, but a lot of
them bought at the SF-Bookshop.
It was nearly 200 SEK (20 Euros) for a Star Trek
TNG- or DS9 cassette with two episodes on it.
But I had them all. I could have had a rather fancy
car instead, for the money I invested in sf-film. I
admit readily, it was a particular form of insanity.

THE QUANTITY
There are roughly 4000 dvd's of which more than
75% counts as science fiction, fantasy or horror.
One dvd weighs 16 grams, without the box.
16 x 4000 – 64 kg (142 pounds), without boxes.
Measured in hours, days and months, you could
watch for more than a year (without sleeping),
before you've seen it all. Make it your workingday. Watch 8 hours every day. Still more than 5
years before you're done. Monday to Friday and
six weeks vacation.

17 years ago, I started buying DVD's. I already
owned most of the films, so I only went for those
on sale. Minority Report (2002) was out for half a
year before it came on sale. I could easily wait
half a year. Patience is a huge money-saver.

The first step was ripping (at an average speed of
3 disks per hour and computer). Wasteful disks, or
films, have been additionally compressed.

The 2nd grand vision I had, was when my gadgethappy friends started ripping their dvd's to harddisk. Of course, there was no drive large enough
in existence (yet), for what I had in mind.
Just imagine! All sf-films, tv-series and all of the
tv-episodes at your finger-tips from your swelling
bottom on the couch! Picture it!
How much disk space would I need for it? My first
estimate was 10 Terabbytes. But my collection
has grown since then. 10 Tb may have sufficed
when I moved to Italy in 2007, now its volume has

Once the data has been transferred to drives, it
can be worked over more efficiently. Dvd-shrink
worked fine for ripping most of it. Handbreak is an
excellent freeware (open source) program for
converting dvd to avi. It needs more time, but in
its favour is that you can put jobs on queue, go to
sleep, and have 8-10 films converted while you
were sleeping.
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Currently more than 3.000 disks have been
backed up to drive. That's two full months of work,
provided you have two computers processing the
data.

knowing internet), the chance of finding even a
particular episode increases.
It should be less than five clicks away.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIN
The idea is to use it at a sf-convention. For
example one can ask a number of randomly
selected volunteers from the audience to talk
about any sf-film or tv-series they remember.
They have to talk for more than a minute. And
while they are talking the tv-series (or tv-episode),
or film will be projected behind them on a screen
within less than a minute. Without knowing in
advance which film or tv-series they recall.
They don't even have to know the name of what
they saw. As long as they can provide a good
description.

Provided VLC-player and the four drives basic
menues already are open on our desktop.1st-click
for which series, 2nd-click for which season and
3rd-click for the required disk.
Well... that's the theory...

Finding it within one minute can be something of a
challenge. I still haven't found the episode of STVoyager where Janeway puts a mug into the
replicator and instructs it to recycle.
Having every episode of all Star Trek-, StargateBuffy- BSG-, Dr Who- Babylon 5 and other series
in memory is quite frankly impossible. But with an
expert information-finder (like the swedish sf-fan
Simon Lundin) at the side (connected to the all-
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Doctor Who alone is one terabyte of information.

you put Groundhog Day? What category is the
film Stranger Than Fiction? Kurosawa doesn't fit?
What about Throne of Blood based on
Shakespeare's MacBeth? I'd put both MacBeth,
Hamlet and everything Bible-related under fantasy
and horror.
Now, since I'm sorting by years (because I already
keep an alphabetical index), I may have to consult
my index when I can't recall exactly when a film
was made. This is not a problem with early films
from the silent era until the 60's or even until the
80's. My memory works just fine in those cases.
Let's have a look at the early years.

UPDATE WHAT YU THINK YOU KNOW
Georges Méliès was not only responsible for the
first sf-film, he also made an amazing fantasy-film
with Voyage a Travers L'Impossible in 1904.
Some believe there was nothing between Voyage
dans la Lune 1902 and Metropolis1927.
But most experts are aware of both the 1910
Frankenstein and the Russian Aelita, Queen of
Mars, made in 1924. What some experts have to
update in their wealth of knowledge is the Danish
darn decent film about a trip to Mars from 1918.
Before Aelita and before Metropolis!
It was restored and released in 2006 by the DFI.
The astute observer notices that science fiction,
fantasy and horror all are sorted in one folder
between 1902 and until 1949. Separation does
not become necessary until much later.

...if we, for example, open the Colin Baker-folder:

We find all adventures complete as far back as
the BBC is complete (and has released it on DVD.
Note the spin-off's included under main series).
Sorting per decade (and sub-genre) appears to be
the best solution I found (so far). I may restructure
it if I could have more data on a single drive.
I had no idea how much was needed for what
before I started ripping. 6 Tb for TV. 4 for Cinema
and 2 TB for Fantasy and related Horror?
As it turned out, the required space for TV-series
was a whole lot more. My current estimate is near
8 Tb for TV-series and 1 Tb for Cinema.
As you can see, I put 7 years of Alfred Hitchcock
Presents and 3 years of the Alfred Hitchcock Hour
on the Cinema-drive, together with all franchisemovies with TV-series spin-offs (exceptions are
TV-series-franchises with cinema-spinoffs (such
as Star Trek, Twilight Zone, etc).
Hey!? Head spinning yet? I can't blame you. My
head was spinning several times during the
process of sorting and deciding what is what.
What is science fiction, science fantasy and what
is pure fantasy? Isn't it all pure fantasy? Where do
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And before you believe to have discovered one or
the other film which is not where you feel it ought
to be, acquaint yourself with my system.

I was once asked by Carolina Gomez to talk
about sf on TV at a SFSF-meeting. After doing
some research I discovered that after a boom in
the late 60's very little happened on the small
screen until Star Trek-TNG and DS9 dominated
viewing in the US by ranking first and second in
1992.
The following year started Babylon 5 and X-Files.
From then on science fiction and fantasy became
more popular. On TV.

I see every film in their original language, with or
without subtitles. For German and Swedish I have
absolutely no need for subtitles. So there is a
folder for films (made) in German language and
another for films made in Russian language.
French and Italian are generally included into the
main population of English-spoken films (because
they are released with such a soundtrack). But for
those in Spanish, Czech and Swedish is a folder
with Cinema in Other languages. Things may
change, but this is the current version of things.
The 50's and 60's are still surmountable. With up
to 50 titles in a folder is not yet too much.

There was a time, when the amount of produced
science fiction was surmountable. Every variation
of the genre, has expanded into sub-genres. The
magic, the time-travel, the superhero, virtual
reality, the aftermath, the mysterious, supernatural
and the occult Many sci-fi-fans have become just
as dopey, as prejudice grown-up thought we were
in the past.
Now we have superheroes with super-girlfriendproblems?

But from the 80's on, the production of science
fiction and closely related genres explodes.
Where to sort Indiana Jones-type of adventures,
James Bond, superheroes and Horror with sfelements? Fantasy expands dramatically after the
Lord of the Rings.

I'm looking forward to try this at a convention. All I
need is a digital projector. The films I can have in
my pocket. The computer weighs 3 kg.

CUTTING IT SHRT

It's not an invitation to rampant copyright violation.
Films are not expensive. I paid more for one
season of ST-TNG than what you today have to
pay for the entire series.

I intended to show you, how my system of sorting
gradually led to the point where the screen was
full. Even when I use small icons, but I realized
that this article would become just as clattered as
my monitor.
Let me just display a last screen-shot (next page),
which was the 1980's as it looked a while ago.
The blue question marks have already been
eradicated. 1980's – 131 titles, 1990's – 123,
2000's – 128 and 2010's – so far 90.
This does NOT include Indiana Jones-style
adventures, James Bond-films or other superhero
movies. Neither does it include any fantasy or
horror-films. These are sorted elsewhere.

I've been looking all over Europe to find what I
was looking for. Vibes (1988) was only available
in Spain. The Flash (1990) and Avengers (1960's)
came from Holland. Most disks were bought in
Sweden or ordered from the UK. Germany is the
3rd most accessed country to complete my quest.
Italians are in the daft habit of occasionally
removing the original soundtrack, leaving only the
Italian audio track. No deal in such cases.
But the development in recent years is worrying.
I try to stay ahead, but with Amazon, HBO, Netflix
and other channels producing their own “hits”, it is
becoming more and more difficult to see all, let
alone buy them all. There is too much and more is
coming. The first thing to go, for me, is the
superhero genre. Abandoned, long time ago, was
the notion of keeping up to date with ALL sf,
including Manga and other cartoons.
But until next issue I hope to have sifted through
at least 90% of the current flood of sci-fi-tv-series.
That is not bad, considering that I don't own a tvset.
- WolfEd -

The German language folder contains both TV
and Cinema productions, same as the other
language folders. I have not yet come around to
add information about where English subtitles are
available or not. In case of the Russian folder,
there are subtitles, most of the time.
Finding a particular TV-episode is the most tricky
part. To help (a little) one can write at least ONE
title as name of the disk, as in Buffy's 5th season:
The Body is an episode in which the impact of
death of a person (Buffy's mother) is depicted
more realistically than anything I ever seen before
on the big or small screen.

------------------------------------------------

Begin at the beginning and go on till you come to
the end; then stop.
Lewis Carroll

The other Buffy-episode often mentioned is the 6 th
season Once More With Feeling a musical.
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We should not hoard knowledge; we should be
free from our knowledge.
Shunryu Suzuki

Immediately, and in response to CounterClock#33
John-Henri Holmberg has let us know, that
Anders Palm (78), Bo Stenfors (90), Sture
Hällström (76) and Sam J Lundwall (77) are all
still alive.
- Wolf ------------------------------------------------

Ian Watson
Gijón, Asturias, Spain
13 September 2018
I already had the honour of a LOC pubbed in #33,
so this is just to say thanks for all the loving labour
that has gone into the new ish! I do admire Joerg
& Martin's tongue-in-cheek con report about the
Tropic of Amiens, to which I wish to add
(unfathomably) that Jules Verne's house is the
best author-house that I've ever visited anywhere.
Better even than the Charles Dickens' housemuseum in London where in the 1980s I was
invited as visiting author at the Writers (not
Rioters) of the Future workshop presided over by
Algis Budrys with the invaluable aid of London
Fandom—who whipped up a dozen eager
attendees so that there would actually be some
participants in the workshop, thus Hubbard money
could legitimately fund Budrys to cross the Atlantic
to teach writing according to the rules of Hubbard,
which Budrys scrupulously did; and to have some
fun. But I must not babble on. I should email
Joerg to reassure him that I WILL write my story
about the Monster, the Mermaid, and Dr Mengele.

Lloyd Penney
1706-24 Eva Rd, Etobicoke, ON
CANADA M9C, 2B2
4th October 2018
Thank you for issue 33 of CounterClock. The
grand catch-up continues, but I am getting closer
to being caught up entirely. So, here goes with a
few comments, small recompense for putting
together such a fanzine.

The arrival of COCLOCK is always welcome;
people hang on its words, so you're doing good!

I hate the idea of moving, but we are looking into
it. Finding a rental that is affordable is nearly
impossible in the Toronto area, but we have to try.
One local friend is an immigrant from Romania,
and on her Facebook feed, she regularly runs
articles about how bad it is in Romania. I am sure
she’d warn you away from it. I think you are lucky
to have a number of countries to choose to move
to. I am happy to live in Canada, but I often
wondered where I would move to if I couldn’t live
here anymore, and I would move to Great Britain.

WolfEd: Joerg and Martin will be very happy to
read this & it's always a pleasure (and an honour)
to have words coming from Spain, as well as from
the usual suspects..

The idea of a hero is, I think, overblown, and
perhaps grown far away from its original
definition. People who are described as heroes
(or describe themselves as such) these days are

Cheer up, Wolf! Too many people have become
old? For a while I used to be the youngest British
SF writer apart from, drat it, Christopher Priest.
But now I suspect that I might be the OLDEST Brit
SF scribe who is still scribing. Though I'm sure
that I'm forgetting someone and I'm unable to find
out by googling.
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often looking for free publicity, or are seeking to
salve a burgeoning ego. War heroes come closer
to the definition, and superheroes are just cartoon
characters, selling copies of comic books. I think
we need newer definitions of such things, and we
must put more value in that word than the price of
a comic book. Perhaps this is why I’ve never been
a comic fan, or have collected comic books.

want to be active participants, there’s not much for
us.
Steampunk
groups
encourage
that
participation, and in fact, just about everyone at
such a con does, especially in the costumes
created. Also, being a vendor allows some level or
participation and creativity, and the sales don’t
hurt, either.
We watched the first season of Star Trek:
Discovery, and actually, we quite liked it. Part of
that like is the fact the show is made here in
Toronto. Tonight is the premiere of a short season
of what’s called Short Treks, 20-minute episodes,
and I think there will be 3 or 4 of them. In 2019, I
think that’s when the second season starts up,
and I would like to see what comes then.

Courage is more easily defined. It’s doing what
must be done for the greater good. What we all
need is less of what’s neat or cool, and we need
to think more of what is just and right and
necessary. If we can stop being mere passive
consumers, and start thinking more of what’s best
for the world around us, well, perhaps you might
just become a true hero.

My loc… Well, the job hunt is still on the go. The
resumes stream out, they get polished from time
to time, but all I get are a few e-mails, saying no.
Now that it is October, we are having unseasonably cool weather after an unseasonably warm
summer. Climate change, I guess.

The article on Fantastika gives me cause to think
about the future of fandom. We mourn the
passing of so many friends who made huge or
small contributions to fandom as we know it. We
also know the history of fandom, and that it is
coming up on 90 years of fun activities and
community. Yet, there are so few following after
us, or in some cases, none at all. Local fandom
for me has largely gone away, supplanted by
comics fandom, gaming fandom, specialty
fandoms (Dr. Who, Trek, etc.), steampunk fandom
(which we have joined), and other groups. Literary
SF fandom has some representation here, but
their numbers dwindle rapidly. Yvonne and I can
now say that we have each been involved in
fandom for 40 years, and 30 of those years were
spent in conrunning. Once we left that arena, so
much changed. I am still enjoying responding to
fanzines, but I find I am losing respect for the
central community. We all change, and our
interests change, too. I am tempted to say that
whoever is the last to leave fandom, please turn
out the lights.

Many thanks for this issue…take care, and stay
warm as the winter approaches.
WolfEd: As you can see here, some things I don't
forget. All about Stieg Larsson's time in fandom.

I thought that was René Walling on page 12! He’s
an old friend. I am not surprised to see he is
working on the Nice bid. I had hopes to see Johan
Anglemark here in Toronto as the TAFF delegate,
but we were not invited to any of the events held
here. We didn’t even find out about things until
after he was gone. It does tell you something
about the community here; it is one of many
reasons we shifted to the local steampunks,
where we have found a new community, and as
vendors, another new community there. I find that
conventions have degenerated into mere
opportunities to make purchases, and nurse the
egos of authors and actors alike. We are
encouraged to be passive consumers, while if we

Artwork: Staffan Mossige-Norheim, 1979
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Robert Day

I think space will be conquered through
the mind rather than the clumsy medium
of space travel.
Patrick Troughton

Flat 2, Heatherlea, Station Road
Kirby Muxloe

Leicestershire4 LE9 2EN, UK
13th October 018
Thanks for putting out CC:33; welcome back! And
my apologies for not getting back to you earlier.
I was interested to read your account of World
War II air aces. I was a little surprised to see you
describe the Finns as being "on the wrong side",
because I would have thought you'd know that the
correct answer to the question "Whose side were
the Finns on in WW2?" is "Their own."
For the benefit of those who don't know, Finland
was attacked by the Soviets in 1939. They
defended themselves and received some limited
aid from the UK. A ceasefire was negotiated in
1940, bringing the "Winter War" to a close.
However, when Germany invaded Russia in 1941,
Finland also took the opportunity to attack Russia
in the hope of reversing the territorial losses
they'd sustained in 1940, and allying itself with
Germany on the time-honoured basis of "the
enemy of my enemy is my friend". However, they
refused to join the Axis on the grounds that they
had no quarrel with the UK, France or the USA.

Artwork: José Sanchez, Out For a Stroll, 2008

Seeing the tide of war moving against Germany in
1944, Finland sued for peace ("the enemy of my
enemy is my friend" is only ever a temporary
situation; history has dealt harshly with those who
have overlooked that). You could say that they got
off comparatively lightly under the circumstances.
One thing the Soviets demanded was that Finland
evict remaining German forces on their territory,
which they apparently did with some efficiency.

Graham Charnock
College Station, TX 77845, UK

12 October 2018
Only one comment so far. John Purcell remarks
about seeing a gentleman swimming against the
current in a Dutch canal. They obviously build
their canals differently from the way we do over
here.

So yes, nominally on the wrong side, but
somehow came out of it rather better than might
have been expected.

------------------------------------------------

Emotionally we have many problems,
but these problems are not actual
problems; they are something created;
they are problems pointed out by our
self-centered ideas or views.

I have been producing a series of blog posts for
my software testing strand on the subject of
Miyamoto Musashi's nine principles of strategy*.
In my last job, we were having an office
discussion on Japanese history one day and I
mentioned Musashi; the project manager looked
astounded and said "I've never met anyone else
who's read A Book of Five Rings!"

Shunryu Suzuki
------------------------------------------------

Over the summer, I read a series of three books
by Patrick Leigh Fermor, who became notorious
during the war on Crete, where he operated
behind the lines and kidnapped the German
commander and spirited him away to Cairo in a

Good television doesn't depend on money, it
depends on imagination and good people
directing, casting and doing the job with talented
people.
Elisabeth Sladen
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speedboat. But before then, starting in 1933, he
had dropped out of school and determined, firstly,
to become a writer; and then, to see something of
life. So he gathered his few resources together
and took a ferry to the Hook of Holland, from
where he proceeded to walk to Constantinople (as
he insisted on calling Istanbul throughout). His
objective was to travel with whoever he might fall
in with, eat what he could find, sleep where he
could make or be offered a bed, and to learn
about the lands he passed through and the
people he met. He had a burning interest in art,
history and languages; and he exercised this in
the two years his journey took. Truth to tell, he
was helped by having a few connections in the
fading nobility of the times, so one night he might
lodge with shepherds or woodcutters, or even
sleep rough and another he might follow up a lead
to an aging Count who was a friend of a friend of
a distant relative, and stay in a ramshackle castle,
all the while learning and reading up on the lands
of his journeys in the libraries he had access to.

erudite writer. And Lloyd's TAFF trip report
instalment makes me want to visit the
Netherlands again. There's a possibility I might
get to go on a training course in Utrecht in March,
just a couple of weeks before we begin to need
visas for the EU.... :-( I still don't know what my
con intentions are for 2019, though I hope to be
sufficiently in funds to manage the Dublin
worldcon.
My hearing continues to decline, and I expect that
I shall be arranging to have a Bionic Ear fitted
fairly soon; I think it's just a matter of whether I do
it before Christmas or just after.
* Oh all right then, since you ask:
1. Do not think dishonestly.
2. The Way is in training.
3. Become acquainted with every art.
4. Know the Ways of all professions.
5. Distinguish between gain and loss in worldly
matters.
6. Develop an intuitive judgement and
understanding for everything.
7. Perceive those things which cannot be seen.
8. Pay attention even to trifles.
9. Do nothing which is of no use.

He later settled in Romania with a Countess; after
the war, he settled in Greece, a land and people
he had come to love. He wrote about his travels,
and then starting in the 1960s, he began to
assemble an account of his great trek across the
Continent. He published two books, written mainly
from memory and a few notes - A Time of
Gifts was the account of the first part of his
journey,
from
the
Netherlands
to
the
Czech/Hungarian border; and Between the
Woods and the Water saw him continue his
journey through Hungary and Transylvania to the
Iron Gates on the Danube. The final part of the
journey was assembled by his editor and literary
executor after his death as The Broken Road;
Fermor never finished this, but was still editing it
when he died at the age of 96 in 2011. Thinking of
possible future cons, he never actually got to
Timisoara, passing instead through Arad and
Sibiu; but his account of that part of his journey
was fascinating for depicting a land and society
that was on the verge of being changed forever.

WolfEd: That makes 3 of us, who have read Go
Rin No Sho. And yes, you're right about Finland

WAHF (We Also Heard From): Frank G Gerigk
(Gerfany, Bridget Wilkinson (UK), John-Henri
Holmberg (Sweden), Steve Fahnestalk (USA),
Alan White (USA), Garth Spencer (Canada),
Bojan Ekselenski (Slovenia), José Sanchez
(USA) and Marcus Lindeberg (Sweden)

Two really excellent con reports there, Wolf. Ian
Watson's tie with Kubrick is fascinating to hear
about (I've heard his account of it), though he
followed in the steps of the late Bob Shaw who
filled that role before Ian. And whilst we're on the
subject of Ians, Mr. Sales of that ilk is indeed
someone well worth getting to know, and I can
recommend the second half of the Apollo Quartet,
Then will the Great Ocean wash deep above and
All that Outer Space allows. He is a clever and

------------------------------------------------

What we call “I” is a swinging door which
moves as we inhale and exhale.
Shunryu Suzuki
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Artwork: José Sanchez, FutureScape, 2004

I think quite often a fate worse than death is
life, for lots of people.

Immediately after publishing CounterClock #33 I
discovered my first mistake/typo/error. I wrote the
final rant last – not first. Same as this time. But I
didn't consider it a serious enough error to merit
an immediate correction.
Time is running away fast now. I am three weeks
behind compared to when I intended to release
this issue. Curiously enough, I am not the least
anxious about this delay. What remains to be
added now, is the final rant and I can already see
that I have three pages of it to fill.

Tom Baker
------------------------------------------------

THE FINAL WRD
t is the dark time of the year 2018/19 and though
midwinter solstice is behind us, the darkness is
lingering. I don't feel the time ahead as one going
toward an entirely bright future. On the contrary.
My own reality has become volatile so that I would
not dare to make any prediction about where I will
be and what I will do a few months from now.
None of the external and global instabilities are
news. Their looming impact has come closer. My
curiosity extends only to finding out which disaster
will be the cause of apocalyptic collapse. Weather
instability, resource depletion or the increasingly
fragile economy? What will hit us first? It's all tied
together. Nobody is in control of anything. In the
midst of this, we try to stay sane and make the
best of what we got. Those who have been dealt
bad cards may dress up in yellow vests, or join
another local revolution. Upcoming Brexit is likely
to cause some commotion. Good luck with it!

------------------------------------------------

Amazon bought IMDb in 1998. Does it affect us?
IMDb ought to be a fairly independent source of
information, like wikipedia. Neither one of them is.
Financial and political interests dictate the content
of both. For example, in a listing of 42 TV-shows
you ought to watch, ST-Discovery was included.
If you sorted these 42 shows by IMDb-rating, STD
ended up in the last place. Surely there must be
some other TV-show more worth watching. So,
why was it included anyway? Obviously because
Amazon is getting more out of selling STD than
something else. Top 10, 50, 100-lists are never
entirely random, when published by commercial
interests.
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If you are depressed, you are living in the
past. If you are anxious, you are living in
the future. If you are at peace, you are
living in the present.
Lao Tzu

METROPLIS 1927
I already had a copy of Metropolis on dvd. But a
new, better digitally enhanced and more complete
version is available on youtube. Copying it from
youtube gave a better image quality than taking it
from my dvd. Problem, again, is always the music.
Two and a half hours of grand piano? Yikes!
For German sf-fans, I dare now recommend my
electronic music-version, entirely based on
Tangerine Dream. Not entirely legal, but solely
taken from the era with Froese, Franke and
Johannes Schmoelling.
However... in creating this, I also discovered how
fun it was to put ones own favourite music plus
the sound effects to it. So I went for an even more
illegal version... A contemporary classic pop/rockmusical setting.
If you go to the CounterClock-Library on
efanzines.com and click the SOUNDTRACK-link
to CounterClock #17, you should find 2 new
folders in it. The slideshow-folder contains some
of the slideshows I made so far. And the videofolder should contain Frankenstein 1910 and the
Astronomers Dream 1898 (also with Kettlitz music
to it). The Astronomers Dream is sort of a prequel
to Voyage dans la Lune (1902).

------------------------------------------------

Of course, when I publish any such list, then it is
not entirely random either. I can give you a top-10
of any of my favourite anything, but who cares?

SILENT NIGHTS & HLY COW...
I've been having fun with silent movies AND I
learned something new about how they once
were supposed to be watched. It wasn't merely a
piano player adding music. Sometimes it was an
entire orchestra in place (as it surely must have
been for something like Metropolis. And on top of
that, a guy who was responsible for sound fx.
(slamming doors, gunshots, foot steps, etc)
These were added, when required.
Adding my own subtitles to Frankenstein 1910,
and with electronic music by Berlin Krautrocker
and sf-fan Hardy Kettlitz, the von Witting/Kettlitzversion of the 1910 Frankenstein, can now be
sorted under sci-fi/horror/comedy. I asked the
swedish horror-film-expert Per Lundberg if he
considered it a sacrilege?
- Sacrilege? Yes, but the right amount of it.

My Metropolis-version is not yet ready to be
distributed in this way. I've had it test-run in the
autumn of 2018 and it still needs some polishing.
But I am grateful to Kinga Gata Kowalewska for
her input. One song needs to be replaced, and
she is the only one who knows which.
------------------------------------------------

COUNTERCLCK VIDEO
is still a project under construction. I find film and
video to be an interesting and satisfying hobby.
I would welcome some willing hobby-actors.
I'd like to create more videos and I am gathering
material for this purpose. Music and video-clips.
If/when I have something new ready, I'll drop it in
the video-folder, which you can access as I told
you above, via the Clock#17 Soundtrack link.
------------------------------------------------

It wouldn't be funny, if one tried to be hysterically
funny all the time. Sometimes it is obvious what
the silent character would be saying in the scene,
even without hearing it.
Sometimes, the joke just fell into the pencil, as I
often used to say, even though my writing long
since moved on to computer keyboard, having
passed through 3-4 generations of typewriters.

If your mind is empty, it is always ready for
anything; it is open to everything.
Shunryu Suzuki
------------------------------------------------

First I seek to empty my mind completely.
Then I wonder why the heck I get nothing done
for the next issue of my fanzine.

How to distribute my creations, is still an open
question. WE transfer is an ineffective method, if
one wishes to share with more than 3 people.

Wolf von Witting
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There will be no CONVENTION CALENDER in
this issue. I wonder if anyone will be missing it?
If, so. Do let me know.

Suddenly vacuum-cleaning becomes a pleasure.
At least with this Dirt Devil from Lidl, which we
paid a whopping 64 Euro for. There! A bit of free
advertising for a company which does things well
and cheap.
Seriously, had I been obliged to guess 20 years
ago, what kind of innovation would impress me
the most in the future. I would probably never
have thought of something as trivial as this.

After decades of silence, we recently received
greetings from Jörg Litschke, co-founder of the
PRC TERRA CORPS (5 Dec 1976), which later
became SIGMA TC. He is alive and well and still
lives in the same place (far north in Gerfany).

MODERN DAY INNOVATINS

------------------------------------------------

Every day passes whether you participate or not.
Ming Dao Deng

Very few achievements around and after the year
2000 really impress me. The drones, computers,
cell phones, the internet, high-definition-film selfparking cars, 3D-printing..? Or what? None of the
above. Most of these things we saw coming, and
had higher expectations on them..
What really impresses the hell out of me, is the
suction-power on our new vacuum-cleaner.
We used to have one with dust-bags. But ever
since I saw a Dyson vacuum-cleaner I wished I
would have one like that. One where no dust-bags
were needed. Now we finally have one.
But I wasn't prepared for the incredible suction
this model has. Indeed a 21st Century vacuumcleaner! And if you have no idea what I am talking
about, then you need one too.

------------------------------------------------

Okay, there is more which impresses me.
Remember I mentioned in CounterClock #22 that
a Gigasecond equals 32 (-34 years?)
1024x1024x1024 = 1,073,741,824
Kilo-, Mega, Giga- This was, to understand how
much a Giga-unit of anything is.
1,073,741,824 divided by 31, 558, 464 seconds
(60 sec x 60min x 24h x 365.26 days) makes 34
years. 14 Terabytes equals 487, 766 years if one
byte equals one second. That is the storage
capacity on which I back up my film collection.
Goshwow, somehow!
Artwork below : José Sanchez, Breaking Through, 2009.
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far, into the story, nothing has actually happened
yet and I would be sure to receive LoC's asking
me why I publish something, in which nothing is
happening. Not even in the dialogue.
Compare to ONE HOUR MAN, a text of similar
length (in Clock#31), where decidedly more is
going on, mainly in the dialogue.
AND it is finished. Something being finished is of
far greater interest than something which is half.
I wish, for example, that Bellis had continued his
WordCon75 report and that Eemeli Aro had
written more on Finnish Fandom (part 2), of which
part 1 was published in Clock#18, page 9.
I wish I had finished Clockwise #2016. And one
more unfinished text..? Nah! You'd have to be
dying before I cram it in. But, it looks good, so far.
Keep going!

THE LNGEST PAGE
is the last page to fill up b4 wrapping it all up. Zen!
I guess one has to be a little bit lucky in life to
attain zen mode. Or one has to be persistent.
Miyamoto Musashi went 68 duels and was never
defeated. After that, he was satisfied. I guess
Manfred von Richthofen would have gone zen, if
he had quit after 68 dogfights. Undefeated.
But then it takes knowing when to quit.
I have been defeated. Many times. But I kept
coming back into the game. My game. And here I
am, pretty much satisfied with how far I've come.
Not that I intend to quit here and now. I will go on
until I shuffle off the mortal coil. Who knows when
it will come to pass? Not being hungry, and going
on, is often accompanied by a drop in quality of
what a creative person produces.
...if the creative person does it for money.

EUROCON BIDS For 2021 – I did mention to
both sides that I'd publish their info, when available. May I remind you, Italians and Romanians,
that it possibly could be beneficial for both sides
to have something about your bids published and
out there before it comes to the voting at TitanCon
in Dublin ? I am willing to take a trip to both sites,
to Timisoara and to (where will it be?) somewhere
in Italy, provided such invitation is extended.
The next issue is to be expected in April or May,
so March is a good month for seeing each other.
Isn't it?

I don't know what comes next. I have no idea.
I have a filk-interview to complete. I almost forgot
about that. Mirko Karas of Sfera (Zagreb, Croatia)
sent me a bunch of questions I am answering.
I will return to doing that (half done already) right
after converting this issue to pdf and sending it off
to Bill Burns, posting it on Eurosmof and... mailing
it to those who are on the mailing-list...
Chores around the house, such as cooking, doing
the dishes, making the beds and vacuum-cleaning
can be done in zen-mode. But the above
mentioned things need a lower frame of mind.

Wow, end of page, end of this issue! Enjoy!
Bee seeing you,

Wolf

------------------------------------------------

I also have a short story, or rather the first half of
the first chapter of a story, submitted by one of our
readers, Marcus Lindeberg, which you may or
may not get to read, depending on how persistent
he is in pursuing his writing. It looks promising
with only minor idiosyncrasies to eradicate. But so

Whether we like it or not, change comes,
and the greater the resistance, the greater
the pain.

Alan Watts
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